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The purpose of this thesis is to provide research, supporting paperwork, production
photographs, and other materials that document the scenic design for Midland University’s
production of the 2014 musical Bright Star, written and composed by Steve Martin and Edie
Brickell. This thesis contains the following: the effects of COVID 19 on the production selection
process; a conceptual analysis, scenic breakdown, charting and diagrams to organize the show,
preliminary modeling and plotting imagery; research images of the Blue Ridge Mountains and
Appalachia, mountain cabins from the early 1900s, and various rustic landscapes; an
examination of the design evolution from conception to final approved renderings, images and
emails detailing the decision making process in landing on the final approved design; a design
packet with drafting plates, painters guide, property reference book, budget breakdown, and
renderings for each scene of the musical; photographs of the ¼” scale model; photographs of the
building process; paperwork and notations from the rehearsal process. Archival production
photographs are included as documentation of the complete design.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
It was January of 2020, a new decade, a new me. Returning to campus after the holiday
season had proved to be an exciting time for a second-year graduate student for many reasons;
new classes, new faces, new opportunities. One such opportunity was learning what design
assignments faculty planned to issue for the next academic year. “What show will I be designing
next year?” was the burning question lodged in the minds of us graduate scenic students as we
sat down to discuss the spring semester with our advisor, JD Madsen. This year was of
paramount importance, because the show Prof. Madsen assigned will be the thesis production.
The production represented the culmination of course work, design efforts, and approximately
400 hours each semester of crew work, assistance, and several other authorized commitments
required for the completion of the degree Master of Fine Arts. By the time of my meeting with
Professor Madsen, there had already been numerous discussions, debates, and conferences
among faculty, Nebraska Repertory Theatre administrators, and students to determine the Rep’s
season for the 2020-2021.
The assignments came down from Prof. Madsen in somewhat matter-of-fact tones:
“Emma Hoffbauer, you will design Dracula; Grace Trudeau, you will design A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.” These assignments were of little surprise to Grace, who somehow learns of
most decisions in the Johnny Carson School well in advance. “Marty...” Prof. Madsen continued
(I was trying to play it cool, like I didn’t care, but my insides were in knots and eyes were
similarly contorted) “You will design Our Town.” Good, I thought. An American classic. Then
it occurred to me that this show requires no set. How do I create a thesis set design project for a
show with no set? The prospect was daunting. My mind was racing. I could feel the brain waves
bouncing off each other. Then disappointment set in, since I wanted a chance to dig into the

visual details of my thesis project as soon as possible. My creative challenge in the third and
final year as a grad student was going to be an abstraction, a kind of conceptual interrogation. A
question lay before me: “How do we chisel the essence of this show into a select few visual
cues?” I knew the battle ahead was going to be one between my ears. My anxieties calmed
somewhat when I learned that the Johnny Carson School planned to hire a guest director for the
show, and that he planned to do a workshop for Our Town at the end of the 2020 spring
semester. Such an arrangement might thus provide me a chance to grasp his intentions for the
aesthetics he had in mind for the show. My thesis advisor Prof. Madsen mentioned that he was
interested in an experimental approach, so I saw a chance to move the show into a framework
that might be more visually evocative than usual. I thought about gathering visual material to
present him as a means of introducing myself, but I procrastinated. I am glad I did!
Two months later, most human activity on planet Earth came to a standstill. Covid-19
spread around the United States like a wildfire. Medical professionals knew very little about the
virus and anxiety ran high. Many industries and educational institutions temporarily ceased
operations. Professional and college athletic contests discontinued. Then Broadway went dark.
The University of Nebraska moved all instruction from in-person to virtual; an emergency
measure which left many instructors and professors ill-equipped and severely impeded their
teaching obligations. I knew changes were on the horizon, but at least I had my thesis project,
and I remained on schedule to graduate on time in the spring of 2021.
By April, I still had not read Our Town, and the cancellations started rolling in. Nebraska
Rep artistic director Andrew Park informed us that he had cut the Our Town workshop from the
spring semester, but other shows for the next academic year remained in place. Anxiety fed
apprehension, uncertainty bolstered disquietude, while fretfulness turned into distress. Most

observers began to realize that the Covid virus was not a simple influenza contagion. It had the
potential to kill millions of people worldwide, and nobody had any clear idea of how to proceed.
In the summer of 2020, I learned that the Nebraska Rep had complied with Actors’ Equity
regulations to shut down all performances and go dark for the fall semester. Hope remained that
we might begin producing shows again in 2021. Plans for Our Town simply evaporated, and into
that vapor my thesis project “melted, thawed, and resolved itself into a dew” (as Hamlet so
picturesquely stated it). The unpredictability of the situation frustrated me a bit, but then I
remembered what Woody Allen had once said: “Mankind faces a crossroads. One path leads to
despair and utter hopelessness. The other, to total extinction. Let us choose wisely.”
My normal reaction to such situations is to focus on something positive. Since there
essentially was little positive on which to focus I chose instead to procrastinate and do nothing.
It was the first time in my life that my decision to procrastinate did not come back to bite me.
Soon after the announcement, I found myself zooming with my advisor, Prof. Madsen.
He assured me the Nebraska Rep knew their decision to cancel shows was severing educational
opportunities; they regretted the situation, but reality had almost forced it upon them. Prof.
Madsen provided me with several options for completing my thesis. Option 1 was a theoretical
show, which required a finalization of all components of the design process, with the exception
of a realized build and production process. Option 2 involved my return to the Nebraska campus
in the fall of 2021 and design the first production of the 2021-2022 season. This option,
however, meant a delay in attaining my Master of Fine Arts degree. Option 3 involved locating
another production house unaffiliated with the University of Nebraska and was producing shows
this year and design a show for that venue. I chose Option 3.

The responsibility for finding a show and a venue requiring a designer fell to me alone.
At first I thought that Option 3 presented a beneficial opportunity for me professionally. I also
thought it was advantageous us because I was offering my design services free of charge. In a
time when colleges and universities were slashing their budgets, I assumed that many venues
would gladly accept my offer. I contacted community theatres in the Omaha area, but I received
no response. Then I approached Winthrop University in Rock Hill, South Carolina, where my
family and I had recently relocated. My strategic hope was to acquaint myself with personnel
there who might later consider me for full-time employment upon completion of my M.F.A. I
contacted Winthrop’s director of theatre, inquiring as to the feasibility of my work there as a
guest designer; I also disclosed to him that I interested in working at Winthrop upon completion
of my degree in the spring of 2021. I thought the plan was brilliant. There was no response; my
bubble was burst.
I soon began to realize that Option 3 posed more difficulty than I had assumed. The
pandemic had left many decision makers in a state incertitude bordering on apprehension. As
hopes of finding a venue in which to complete my thesis project were starting to dim, I began to
grasp the ramifications of my situation. I was trying to find a show when no one was doing
them. In my mind, I saw the cards inexorably stacked against me. On a hot and sunny day in
late July 2020, however, the realization came to me that my fellow graduate student Bryce
Bassett currently had a job and might offer me some assistance. Bassett had earned his Master of
Fine Arts degree in the spring of 2019 with a production of The Legend of Georgia McBride;1 I
had in fact completed the set design for that show, while he designed the lighting. Midland
1

The Legend of Georgia McBride is a play with music about female impersonators. It premiered in 2014 at the
Denver Center for the Performing Arts, and two years later it won four Lucille Lortel Awards in New York City,
which recognize excellence in the Off-Broadway theatre. It also won three Drama Desk Awards and the Outer
Critics Award for Best New Off-Broadway Play. The show has since enjoyed productions in several cities, including
a production in German at the Nuremberg State Theater in early 2020.

University in Fremont, Nebraska had hired Bassett as its Director of Technical Arts. He and I
had forged a good working relationship while working together as graduate students, and he told
me that Midland was one of a few universities in the state that planned to produce shows inperson for the whole school year. He shared their projected season of shows with me and said he
would love to have an outside designer be involved. There were two shows that popped out to
me in the Midland repertoire: Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and the Steve Martin musical
Bright Star. I initially leaned towards Shakespeare. I liked the idea that it was a classic, staged
hundreds of times since its premiere in 1597, and it had become a well-known vehicle for
experimental design concepts.2 The idea of showing this work to future employers was a
primary concern. Most theatre people know the play and thus understand my particular design
aesthetic. Such a thesis project might, I thought, lead to serious conversations about my design
philosophy. On the other hand, there was Bright Star, a relatively new musical.3 Some had
heard of it but most had not, but those who had prompted raves about the music. I began to like
the idea of doing a musical for my thesis. With my future career in mind, I imagined that most
of the future shows I might be hired to design would be musicals. To display experience and
skills in musicals might be expedient. The notion that it was less known started moreover to
grow on me, because a future employer probably had not established a bias against it. All my
design ideas would conceivably stand out in a way that was more impressive. On top of all this
cogitation was the fact that Bright Star came at a more opportune time in the school year (early
February 2021). The final deciding factor was a selfish one. My family had recently moved to
the Charlotte, NC area in August 2021. This show provided me the opportunity to learn about
2

Romeo and Juliet has also served as the basis 23 films, the first appearing in 1908. There have been additional
television treatments, of which the 2020 production by Show Must Go Online is the most recent
3

Bright Star was a project which comedian/writer/actor Steve Martin and singer/songwriter Edie Brickel created in
2014. It premiered on Broadway in 2016 and ran for 109 performances at the Cort Theatre.

the area of the country in which I might soon reside. I found the Blue Ridge Mountains
fascinating as I U-hauled my family across that I-40 stretch of the country in late summer. In
fact, it was the only stretch of the trip my children turned their gaze up from their electronic
devices to glance at the view. I gave it some serious thought, realizing that Midland University
is a small, private college with about 1400 students. I figured the experience would prove to be
challenging, so I decided to accept their offer to design Bright Star.

CHAPTER 2: PRE-PRODUCTION DESIGN PROCESS
2.1 COMPREHENDING THE PRODUCTION CHALLENGES
A play is a puzzle. As with most puzzles, one must pre-visualize, strategize, and
sometimes agonize before attaining the pleasure of beholding one’s masterpiece in its totality.
Upon beginning the design of a theatre production, most designers find myriad pieces of the
puzzle that one must assemble logically into a coherent picture. I was nevertheless overwhelmed
at the amount of pieces and problems that lay before me. The first step was to comprehend the
project fully and to identify the potential challenges that presented themselves. Designers often
complain about such challenges, and I will do my fair share of complaining in the next few
paragraphs. However, the reality of the limitations often provide guide rails that become useful
as the project materializes. By the end of this investigative undertaking, designers will have
firmer images of their end goal and a more concrete idea of how to proceed. Comprehending the
design and production challenges are foundational steps in the process; please allow me to slip
on my detective hat for a couple of minutes.
My task began with collecting a list of all the things I did not know. When designing for
the Nebraska Rep, I was familiar with the people, procedures, and performance venues, but few
such familiarities existed with this project. The only connection I had was Bryce Basset, the
aforementioned Director of Technical Arts, or more aptly called Midland’s catchall technical
guy. My memory was correct: besides knowing Bryce and being a smaller institution than UNL,
everything else about the project was foreign. I knew nothing of their staff, procedures, and
reputation as a theatre department or even the willingness to work with outside designers.
Paranoid thoughts raced, “Maybe Bryce is bringing me in to make his job easier, but the director
does not want the hassle of subordinating her vision to the ideas of a graduate student from

another school." "Maybe they see me as the guy they are doing a favor for rather than really
looking to collaborate with another artist." After sifting through my inner monologue's greatest
hits album titled “Marty's Insecurities,” I found myself pulling back and addressing only the
things I had control over at this point. My mind went to the performance space. I knew nothing
of their theatrical performance venue, Kimmel Theatre. The venue was a logical jumping-off
point because, as an artist, I must inspect the canvas on which I hoped to create magic! I was
embarking on a mission that was daunting. What is the work environment I was about to enter?
In early September, Bryce and I met at Kimmel Theatre for a site survey and to chat. I
budgeted quite a bit of time for this because I know Bryce can be loquacious, and I was starting
with a blank slate of understanding the project's scope. The space was intimate, with a seating
capacity of 260 and a charming venue, built in 1996 with assistance from the Kimmel
Foundation in Lincoln. The first thing I noticed, however, was the massive stage apron. It was
unusual that the side aisles extended into the audience a long way and wrapped around the
audience's first five rows. The cozy auditorium felt intimate, almost as if the stage's outstretched
arms hugged the audience on either side. There were two sets of double doors downstage of the
proscenium on either side of the stage. I guess they are entry positions for when the main stage
is unused and any presentation takes place on the apron. The proscenium opening was 30' wide
and 17' tall, dimensions that are fairly normal for the venue's size. The distinct feature is how
deep the stage feels from the audience; at times, I felt I was designing on an airport runway. The
stage depth measures over 33’ from the plaster line to the cyclorama and extends downstage of
the plaster line another 15' to the apex of the stage edge. With the sides of the apron wrapping
around the audience another 10', these dimensions render the whole visible area of the stage
approximately 60' deep, squeezing through a 30' wide proscenium. The long linear nature of the

layout is something to note, especially knowing the space has much potential for intimacy with
the apron. The other distinct feature of the space was the lack of a fly system. Three catwalks
stretched from the proscenium to the back wall of the stage, with a dead hung gridded pipe
structure in between the sections of the catwalk. From the audience, it looked like horizontal Ibeam girders were hanging above the stage. There were various pipes dead hung to hang stock
soft goods: legs, two traveler tracks, and an upstage cyclorama. There was one noticeable
omission: there were no borders. A previous technical director at Midland did away with borders
in the space, and his successors were managing without them for years. Their absence concerned
me. My situation resembled that of an artist commissioned to paint on a specific piece of canvas,
but the canvas had a gaping hole in it, which threatened to expose something unintentional in the
composition.
I could not fathom, at this point, where this production was going, since I had not yet
even met the director. The absence of borders was a challenge that augmented my "stuff I don't
know" list; all I could do was put a pin in it for later interrogation. The space overall, however,
was exceptionally user-friendly and commodious. It provided large wing space backstage left
and right, a scene shop attached to the rear of the stage, where a large door provided access to the
stage area. The Kimmel theatre had the basic necessities one would expect to have in mounting
a fairly basic production of Bright Star. It certainly had quirks, but it seemed to have substantial
potential. One major factor remained in the shadows: what was my budget?
This scouting venture proved fruitful, allowing me to gather abundant information while
inspecting the performance space. Bryce gave me the “inside dope” on the department's ins and
outs, including items of hot gossip that seem to pervade every theatre department! The director
was Lee Myer, a professor of theatre and music at Midland University. She was also the
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department’s costume designer, and she directs multiple shows a year at the University. A
former high school theatre teacher (like me), Lee had a distinct vision of what she wanted, but
she struggled to communicate that vision at times.
During a casual encounter with a former Midland technical theatre student at a local
restaurant in Fremont, I learned that Lee “is not a jerk, but has a strict eye for how things should
go.” The budget totaled $1,500.00 for the scenery, with the potential for a little more saved from
other auxiliary production accounts. The exact number was a bit vague, but it gave me the
impression that the world was not ending if we went a little over. $1500 far exceeds budgets of
most student workshop productions at the University of Nebraska, but this was a main stage
production of a musical! Later in the summer, Bryce even mentioned the possibility of getting a
stipend for my services. I told him I was not interested in getting paid, as I am already getting
graduate credit for the project, but if there were funds for a stipend, I would like them rolled into
the scenic budget. Then I got the rather depressing sense that any stipend would have to come
from the $1,500.00 scenic budget, and finally I learned the blunt truth: there were no additional
funds to pay me, and any additional funding from “auxiliary production accounts” was pure
fantasy.
Getting compensation didn’t concern me. My goal was to accumulate as much of a
budget as possible; after all, it was my thesis. It was to be the pinnacle of my academic career.
This production and documentation of it would follow me around for years, and it was time to
prove my worth. It thus became ever more important for me to show progress and growth in
artistic ability since my last main stage design at the Nebraska Rep, the aforementioned Legend
of Georgia McBride. That was 18 month previous. I had taken many classes in the meantime
and had developed my skills significantly. It was time to prove myself, much like journeymen in

1

the Middle Ages had to do, much like studio assistants had done in the studios of the
Renaissance. Bright Star’s budget was a looming concern; it was small for a musical, and I felt
the weight if its insufficiency even at the beginning of the process. It was a burden I somehow
had to shoulder, though its pressure on me remained through every step of this enterprise right up
to opening night.
I soon received the production schedule. There was to be a four-day run of performances
beginning January 28th, 2021; technical rehearsal was the Saturday before, and anytime during
the week before tech, I could observe run-through rehearsals. A preliminary packet was due
November 13th, and the final design packet was due December 4th of 2020. Bryce cautioned me
that his production staff was somewhat limited and their availability hinged on university
policies surrounding Covid-19. In particular, Midland has a January “sprint semester” where
classes meet for a three-week term. This three-week period would be the critical time during
which Bryce and his crew were to build the set. With all the uncertainty of Covid-19, especially
right after a gloom-riddled holiday season, there was no way to predict if students might return to
campus or remain in secluded hibernation.
I realized that flexibility would be essential, and that my arrival on campus 10 days
before opening would benefit from a "let's get to work" mentality. I was beginning to grasp a
number of contingencies beyond our control that might affect our ability to mount the
production. One such contingency was Bryce’s disclosure that there are no formal production
meetings for shows at Midland. He said that his current project is to get their department to
initiate production meetings. At present they simply try to get a show up and running, paying
little heed to discussions of conceptual ideas or design implementation. Midland is an institution
in flux, and chaotic growing pains are perhaps a result of changes taking place. They profess a
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desire for professional standards but they lack both the infrastructure and the resources to
establish and maintain those standards. It felt like I was observing a different household than the
one I grew up in, one with similarities but also with regulations and processes that struck me as
foreign. Bryce and I determined I should meet with Lee on my own to develop the design packet
on time. One final thing, he said: “Lee already knows what she wants from the set.”
Bryce reported to me the design was already in progress. Before I had committed to the
project, he and Lee had conversations about the scenery and had landed on some specific ideas
of how they wanted the set to function. He approached Lee with some initial sketches of a
design, and she did not like the direction he had taken.” What did you present?" I asked.
“Well,” he said,” It wasn't the high school version she had seen online." From that conversation
I learned that a high school production of Bright Star existed on YouTube. It was a Madison
High School (in New Jersey) production staged in 2019. Bryce noted further that Lee had
consistently referred to that high school production in their meetings. This information was
alarming, to say the least. It was the catalyst for much cognitive preoccupation during the
coming weeks. I thought to myself, as Launcelot Gobo does in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of
Venice, “On the one hand, Professional Marty must run from this project,” and on the other,
“Student Marty needs this opportunity." The situation foretold to me a site of little artistry. Was
I to take orders from a distorted outlook that sought to replicate a high school production? Why
was Bryce’s design insufficient? To what extent is the director’s attachment to what she had
seen on YouTube? Is this their approach to musical theatre: to reproduce copies of schoolish
exertions? A flurry of thoughts raced through my mind. The challenges of this production
slowly formed a mental impression of amateurishness and ineptitude. At the same time, I told
myself, “You’re an outsider here, with self-imposed pressure to produce top-level artistry.” Yet
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director seems to have a saccharine vision of theatre in high school. I have inserted myself
into the middle of a process that resembled the 1995 movie Operation Dumbo Drop, in which
American soldiers attempt to transport an elephant through a Vietnamese jungle. That operation
ended in disaster, and this seemed destined to do likewise.
But wait a minute! I said to myself. “You haven’t even met this director. You have no
direct idea of what she’s like, what she actually wants, and how to go about working with her. I
needed some time to wrap my mind around the whole situation. Bryce said he would send me an
email attaching the notes from his meetings with Lee those notes might provide me with an idea
of the next step I should take. On my 25-minute ride back to Omaha, the clouds in my mind
began to part. An unaccustomed clarity directed me in a new direction. I first needed to meet
her, get a feeling for who she is, and how she operates. I also needed to determine if she were
willing to backtrack from some of her YouTube-inspired concepts and to trust me to execute a
vision more unique and potentially more interesting. I then began to ponder the comprehensive
challenge of the design. The dimensions of a smaller budget than I am accustomed to, the long
linear space, no fly space, no borders, a limited build schedule, a limited work crew, a global
pandemic that at any moment could shut this whole thing down—it was as if I was to design Our
Town 2.0. A show of epic limitations. The difference was that these limitations aren’t coming
from the script, like Our Town, they are coming from the infrastructure of the company I am
working with. Seeing it in these terms actually soothed me, because I have learned the last two
years that limitations often contain the seeds of great ideas. Constraints have become my guide
rails. They reveal the canvas on which I must begin to apply pigment. So far in this production
process, I have encountered a set of impediments I had hoped never to confront.

1

I realized, however, that there is always a moment at the beginning of a design when a
false dawn appears. There seem to be hundreds of intractable dilemmas on the horizon. I hoped
to learn if those dilemmas were real, or if the dawn was really false. Either way, I had to find a
concept that was both feasible and artistic.
I received the email from Bryce a few days later detailing his notes with Lee Meyer. She
wanted the pit located upstage on a center platform unit (which was a barn in the high school
version). The barn needed to have entrance and exit capability. She wanted a slatted wood
appearance for the barn, minimal scenery, and other items coming on and off the stage. She
wanted exactly what she had seen on YouTube. There it was. The poisoned note you never
want to see. I knew I would find much of what she wanted if I watched the video on YouTube,
but I could not watch it. Watching another production of the same stage work undercuts my
artistic process. It offered phony solutions to unforeseeable problems. At this point in my career
I did not want to risk the chance of real learning by accepting something conventional and/or
acceptable. Maybe with more experience, I would have felt more confident about witnessing
what was probably mediocre. I wanted to solve my own puzzles. Working out my own solutions
is why I studied for a graduate degree in scene design. Another benefit of ignoring the video was
avoiding any copyright implications. If I never saw the video, nobody could accuse me of
stealing design ideas. It seemed like a second great reason to avoid that YouTube Channel at all
cost.
Bryce’s email nevertheless provided motivation to get me started on the project. He sent
me a Vectorworks file of the performance space in 3D and 2D. He also included pictures of the
space and a breakdown of the production schedule and due dates. These documents helped me
get going.

As this project's challenges begin to materialize, I mapped out a strategy. First and
foremost, I had to meet with the director, but before doing so I needed to finish analyzing the
play. Others involved in the production had been working on the project for more than a month
at this point. Getting ahold of the director was complicated, because she was directing the
Midland fall production, namely William Inge’s Picnic. After it closed, she planned to design
costumes for the Midland November production of Spamalot. Covid procedures meantime
limited my own movements, and the fact that Fremont, Nebraska (where Midland University is
located) was 25 miles in the opposite direction of my daily commute was an additional
impediment. Complications piled on top of impediments when I learned that Lee is not adept at
digital communications. E-mail, Zoom, and other technologies posed difficulties for her. So I
made it a priority to arrange personal meetings with her, and to make sure that those meeting
afforded us both the maximum opportunities to resolve complexities associated with Bright Star,
before they turned into aggravations—and then into irreparable calamities.
I assembled a list of things I need to know before my first meeting with her, resolving to
speak intelligently about the play. The paramount task before me was reading Bright Star, since
I had no idea what it was about.4 I subsequently learned that the show had its world premiere at
the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego on September 28, 2014 and ran for six weeks. In late 2015,
it opened at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. and ran for three weeks. One year later, it
opened on Broadway at the Cort Theatre under the direction of longtime Broadway performer
Walter Bobbie. The show’s designer was the veteran Eugene Lee, who had staged 27 other

produced the high school premiere of
the show. That production was one of eight invited to the Florida State Thespian Festival in Tampa, the nation’s
largest state high school theatre festival. The West Orange production was one of eleven subsequently invited to the
International Thespian Society's "Mainstage" competition, held in Lincoln, Nebraska.

shows on Broadway. The best known of

were Wicked, Seussical, Ragtime, and a revival of

Show Boat. The production lasted only six weeks on Broadway, but it earned the 2016 Drama
Desk Award for Outstanding Music and the Outer Critics Circle Award for Outstanding New
Score.
I then gleaned necessary information about the play and its North Carolina/Blue Ridge
Mountain environment. I thought it best to develop a potential design idea to present Lee when
we meet. In normal circumstances, the director provides the designer with a concept; in this case,
however, a production based on the designer’s approach would save time and even provide
potential solutions to solve the play's various challenges. What was missing was what President
George H. W. Busch called “the vision thing,” which to my mind meant cohesion, promoting a
design vocabulary that enveloped the show. If I show her an idea that I know I am capable of
producing, and if I present it with clarity and detail, she may allow me to take the show in a
different direction than she had inferred to Bryce. I needed to gain her trust in a small amount of
time. If she rejected my conceptual slant, I was prepared to ask her a number of pointed
questions. By the conclusion of the meeting, I hoped to emerge with numerous visual ideas that
would uphold my next step, which was providing sketches and specific play solutions. I knew I
needed to immerse myself in the play, gain knowledge about its action, and to envision the play
in its dimensionality. It is time to take off the detective hat and read the play for the first time as
an audience looking for entertainment.
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2.2 THE FIRST READ
The first read of a script is the closest one gets to experiencing it from an audience
member's vantage point. The scenic designer is the conduit to the audience's visual experience.
The power of design decisions can persuade the audience into a willing suspension of disbelief—
or it can, in some cases, disgust them. The suspension of disbelief will not hold an audience’s
attention for long if it is not a “willing” suspension. Audiences want theatre to happen as much
as actors do. Both consider place and time in the theatre as both real and imaginary. The real
place is the theatre building in Fremont, Nebraska; the imaginary place is North Carolina,
sometime in 1923 and 1946. There are houses, structures, or other locations where play is
supposed to take place. The designer stimulates the audience to regard (that is, willfully engage
their powers of imagination) those locations as real. The words of the playwright and the music
of the composer assist the process. As an imaginary audience member, I read the play to see
where and how the imagination might perceive the play’s action, the characters’ motivations, and
the environment in which it all happens. Just as important as the above, the opportunity a first
reading provides is a means to eliminate predetermined notions, ideas, and visuals that often lead
designers in the wrong direction. The first rule of scenic design is to do no harm. I have seen
many designers struggle by chasing false fractals of information, which were serendipitously
exciting to discover, but have no regard to the spine of the play. Theatre design is like a silent
language, and reading a script is like the beginning of the story. “Once upon a time,” the story
might begin, and I sought to follow the play as the audience might, digesting small parts that lead
to a whole. The process involves a cartographical reading exercise, in which I am
simultaneously plotting a route to my destination. I check the co-ordinates, look for significant
landmarks (or depth readings, if I am traveling by water), read the cloud formations, understand
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the legend (which explains both distance and scale). Other important features include the hills
and valleys along the route, the bridges, and even the rest areas. An understanding of the play’s
landscape allows for a good route; it also provides the audience with more than just a beginningmiddle-and-end structure from which to experience the sights.
After reading Bright Star the first time, there were a lot of sights to see! It is a folksy
story of hope and optimism, an account of Alice Murphy's life, who grows up as an intellectual
misfit in her hometown of Zebulon, North Carolina. Her rebellious streak reaches a climax when
she becomes pregnant by the mayor's son, Jimmy Ray. The men of the town conspire to have
her sent to the woods and give birth to her baby there, beyond the town's scrutiny. Since Alice is
a minor, the disapproving mayor (and unborn child’s grandfather) convinces Alice's father (the
other grandparent) to put the baby up for adoption. After the papers are signed, the mayor takes
the baby, stuffs it into a suitcase, and throws it off a train. The play takes place in 1946, with
intermittent flashbacks to 1923. As the events of Alice's life play out, the truly gorgeous music
by comedian Steve Martin adds color as the intermittent scenes of her adult life take place. As a
grown-up, she is single, lonely, and the executive editor of Ashville Southern Journal newspaper
in Ashville, North Carolina. She had recently given a young aspiring writer, Billy Cane, a
chance to get published. Alice attempts to confront her past and find her adopted son and
teenage lover. As the musical develops, she finds Jimmy Ray, her teenage heartthrob. But he
reveals to her that his father, the mayor, did not follow through with the adoption, and their son
is dead.
The plot thickens further when Billy invites Alice to visit his hometown, a small village
somewhere between Ashville and Zebulon, North Carolina. In the house where Billy grew up,
she finds a baby's sweater and a suitcase she recognizes from her past. Billy's father explains
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how he found a baby boy in that valise under the train tracks 20 years ago. Alice realizes that
Billy is her son and later reunites with her teenage boyfriend. Everyone lives happily ever after!
When reading musicals, it is a good idea to read the dialogue as the musical soundtrack
plays in the background. The combination helps to comprehend the lyrics, which can be
puzzling when listening to a soundtrack on its own. One also gets a feeling of the show’s
musical idiom in this exercise. A sense of the musical idiom (in this case, blue grass and
country/western) can inform a design’s development. The music in Bright Star, despite its
distinct hillbilly feel, reminded me of musicals of the s-called “golden age” of musicals on
Broadway. Most of the musical numbers resemble soliloquies in verse drama, sung as the inner
monologue of the character who is singing. A few of them are “ensemble numbers,” featuring
the whole cast on stage, revealing a distinctly non-realistic departure from the script’s somewhat
melodramatic dilemmas. Pacing is the all-important factor; as the legendary Broadway director
George S. Abbott (1887-1995) stated, the three most important factors in a musical were “tempo,
tempo, and tempo.” But that did not mean, “going fast.” Anybody who thinks that pace is just
hurry, he said, “will produce a noisy hodgepodge.”5 The pacing of the show was like a
commuter train at rush hour. The dialogue and musical numbers had a stop-and-go quality that
became pleasing as the show progressed. The music was, as many critics have noted, the best
part of this show. Without the music, Bright Star is a rather dark tale. The music’s upbeat
bluegrass twang interwove and underscored themes of toxic masculinity, lost love, shame, and
reconciliation. The banjo's distinct tone forged through the melodies, adding a youthful and airy
flavor to the show's hillbilly feel. By the end, when life came full circle, Alice was whole again.
There was little no doubt that the show would end happily, because the music throughout the
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show hoisted a sense of optimism over the entire proceedings. Music was the Bright Star of this
show.
During the first read, some particular information bubbled to the surface. Bright Star is a
story of a simpler time, where rules were black and white, and few dared to deviate from
expected norms of behavior. Not only was the time simpler, but the aftermath of defeat in the
Civil War was palpable. Poverty was pervasive and simplicity was the only option. Men did the
work, women did everything else, and everyone spoke the in tonefalls of Appalachia. With an
intellect that far outstripped her peers, Alice struggled in a world void of nuance and complexity.
Complicating Alice’s situation was her ambitious nature, which led her to challenge the beliefs
of the local townsfolk in Zebulon. There was a kind of cultural warfare taking place, because
Zebulon did not prize intellectualism nor even literacy. The townsfolk were interested primarily
in survival, and they considered book learning an unattainable luxury. The disregard of such
luxury appears several times throughout the script. The adult male characters from the year 1923
often ridicule and taunt Alice and Jimmy Ray for their academic striving, their reading habits,
their curiosity about the world beyond North Carolina, and particularly their ambition to leave
the town of Zebulon. There thus emerged a dramatic conflict of interest in the script, one pitting
the insular and frightened against the inquisitive and hopeful. Alice and Jimmy Ray feel they are
trapped in their community. Alice's interests supersede any interest in conformity with the
town’s parochial expectations. Unlike Jimmy Ray, Alice has a blind faith that the world outside
Zebulon is a more interesting place.
I looked for potentially recurring themes in the script, hoping to clarify the subtext of the
characters in my head and create a kind of visual vocabulary for them and the circumstances they
inhabit. I began to summarize scenes, musical numbers, and acts and create metaphors for them
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that might call images to mind. These summaries helped me understand the play and refer to
specific moments in the play as the production process proceeded. One recurring theme central
to this musical is Alice’s optimism. Even in the darkest times, such as when the mayor lies to
her as he rips her newborn baby from her arms, she responds with a song about the "bright days
ahead." There always remains a beacon of hope within her; where it comes from nobody knows.
There are moments, indeed, when you wonder if she will give up hope and cease attempting to
reconcile with her past. But those moments are both few and brief; her hope dims but it never
dies. The endurance of hope has a solid reputation in melodrama, and in some musicals, it is
likewise present. In some cases, hope shows its negative side, which is revenge (as in the
musical Sweeney Todd). In others, such as Show Boat, hope springs continually over 30 years on
the Mississippi.6 Began to read the script again and again in the might belief that other insights
into the play’s action might fortify my imagination, as I continued to look for images that
likewise fortify the design I was creating.
I began to add items to my "I do not know" list, which in turn I added to my master list.
There was hillbilly jargon used in the script that I did not understand, names of locations I did
not recognize, and events which at times seemed inexplicable. I wrote a list of all the things I
needed to know before my second read. For example, where is Zebulon? Is it a real town? I
knew very little about many of the cities and towns referred to in the script, even though my
family and I moved to Charlotte last summer! I needed a better understanding of the culture and
the people in the Blue Ridge Mountain region. What was it like to live there in the 1920s, and in
Asheville in the 1940s? What do their homes look like? What were the prevailing occupations
during that period? What people do for a living? Did they have any industries to speak of at the
6
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time? Having driven through the Blue Ridge Mountains recently on our move to Charlotte, I
knew how stunning the country was, and I looked forward to researching these locations to get to
know my new home area a little better. There were also references in the script to famous
writers. I recognized their names, but I needed to become better acquainted with their
contributions to literature because the characters referred to them on occasion. Carl Sandberg
and Thomas Wolfe were two such writers with whom I needed to make an acquaintance. A
show like Bright Star, with numerous mention of editors, writers, and a magazine publication
probably needs some contextual understanding. Several hillbilly usages were foreign to me, as
noted above. All these things finalized my “things I don’t know” list for the first read. I add
them to the master list of “things I don’t know” for the project as a whole. At this point, I step
away for a good night’s sleep and some much-needed incubation time.
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2.3 FIRST MEETING WITH DIRECTOR
On Monday, September 21st I wrote Lee Meyer for the first time, introduced myself, and
asked if she could meet and discuss the show. We agreed to meet Friday, September 25th at 1:00
pm. That appointment date and time left me four days, so I pressed ahead in my plan. During
my first read, I noticed there were a lot of scenes and locations. There were too many to count in
my head, so a second read provided an insight into the “flow” of the play. I combed through it
for any reference to setting or environment. I made a list of properties as I encountered them in
the script. I also sought to validate specific themes I was still feeling from my first read. For
example, “Bright Star” refers to writers of the era. I wrote down all their names. A second
example of fleshing out thematic conventions is to tally each time a derogatory remark was made
regarding intellectualism or literacy. I wanted to know how many times these remarks appeared
and who made them. Was anti-intellectualism a central theme or merely an idea that floated
through the dialogue? There were over ten derogatory references to it throughout the play, all of
them in utterances by male denizens of Zebulon. I thus concluded that anti-intellectualism was a
theme to consider when designing the play. Yet I remained confused by the sequence in which
locations appeared. Bright Star has 26 scenes, 15 distinct locations, and two scenes with a shift
in location during the scene. In a two-hour musical, the location shifts 28 times. Several of the
locations return as venues of the action, such as the "Asheville Southern Journal" location, which
recurs five times. Nine locations did not repeat and appeared only once. A typical scene
breakdown did not suffice for my efforts to visualize how the show moved from one scene to the
next and sometimes back again. My scene breakdown needed organizing in a way that would
envisage the whole show. I decided to create a flow chart to grasp a better understanding of the
show’s perceptible entirety. I created a chart that depicted how scenes made the transition in
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location and time to the next, and how many locations recurred in the show. Using the chart as a
guide, I plotted those stage areas on a sample ground plan. The ground plan was not to be the
basis of the design; it was rather to get a sense of the show's sequential progression. I plotted
locations based on how many characters populated the scene/location. I centrally located larger
musical numbers while I assigned stage left and stage right margins to smaller scenes. Plotting
the ground plan was a helpful exercise to concrete in my mind the show’s dynamic continuity.
Once I had a grasp on the show’s “through line of action,”7 I needed to find some visual
inspiration. Next, I needed a concept or design idea. The major dramatic dilemma is: "Will
Alice overcome the trauma of her past that is weighing her down?" Or was it "Will Alice be
whole again after having her son torn away from her?" The musical follows such questions from
beginning to end. The show’s ending is a complete reversal of expectations, a peripeteia in
Aristotle’s phrasing. But it also contains a healthy portion of Aristotle’s anagnorisis
(recognition or discovery), because Alice learns not only that her long-lost son is alive and well,
she also reconnects with her teenage boyfriend (the son’s father), and almost everyone on stage
gets engaged to be married in the final scene. Through all the trauma she endures, Alice remains
a guiding light of hope and optimism. She has every reason to sulk, but she never flinches. She
sings about brighter days and displays her grit by applying herself to become the local magazine
editor. Alice finds solid ground beneath her feet. The hillbilly establishment of Zebulon
attempted to extinguish her light, but it never goes out. But if Alice’s light remains bright, what
or who are the forces of darkness?
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One’s first assumption is that Zebulon’s male hierarchy is the culprit. They often
criticized her ambitions and her curiosity about a more exciting life beyond Zebulon’s city limits.
The men of Zebulon conspired to rip her baby from her arms and put him up for adoption. Yet it
was man who saved her infant as it flew off a speeding train in a suitcase. That savior,
however, was not from Zebulon, so I began to see the town as dark, compressed, violent, and
filled with mysterious shadows. I pictured it as a hand forcefully pressed against the mouth of a
young, pregnant girl; and when that girl gave birth to a healthy baby boy, the town of Zebulon
almost in unison rose up in righteous indignation. In contrast to the world of Zebulon, I saw the
adult Alice living in a world that was airy, open, soft, void of harsh shadows, and colorful.
As the impending meeting with Lee approached, my anxiety grew apace. I was
particularly concerned about bringing up with her the high school version of the show she had so
much admired. It was my impression she was attached to certain aspects of the show; that is
why Bryce's previous design was rejected. I had to figure out a delicate way to gauge her
willingness to move away from some of those notions. I knew the power of my questions would
make or break this experience. I decided to whip up a quick meeting with the master of
questioning everything...

professional rock and sounding board Professor JD

Madsen.
I met with Professor Madsen on the morning of my meeting with Lee. I filled him in on
where I was in the process, explaining all the challenges; entering the process late, a limited
workforce, the budget concerns, space problems, and the director’s seeming lack of experience.
When I told Professor Madsen about the high school version of the show to which she had
referred, he did not bat an eye. It seemed as if he answers this question every day when he told
me, "Ya, that is normal for small companies and community theatres." He quickly normalized
the experience and moved me past my anxieties about a potential design standoff with the
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director. He reassured me that the best idea always wins, and the best idea solves the problems
most profoundly. If I can communicate a clearer solution, she will go for it regardless if she was
going off the high school version or the Broadway production. Professor Madsen redirected my
thinking toward the problems over which I had control. His aim was to help me clarify my ideas,
so I told him of my conception of Alice, the atmosphere in Zebulon, and her personification of a
light that no one could extinguish. He expressed interest in how I was going to execute these
ideas. I told him of my idea about a series of barn doors that scroll on and off stage and rotate to
reveal different scenes. Professor Madsen was concerned this approach seemed bulky, and it
might present an engineering challenge which Midland might not be equipped to handle. It felt
like a complex solution to represent a story about simpler times. He encouraged me to simplify
my approach and think of a single, modular location. Professor Madsen also suggested keeping
the paint treatment to a couple of simple textures. Knowing the show's limitations and Bryce
Bassett's strengths, he wanted to make sure the idea was not so big that it would get butchered
when cuts were required. I expressed to Professor Madsen my trepidation in asking Lee to
backtrack on some ideas she had retained from watching the aforementioned high school
production. Professor Madsen is exceptional at reading a director's intentions and framing a
conversation to achieve maximal results and clarity. He summed up my trepidation with Lee
quickly and explained something like, "Your anxiety is in the wrong place. You need to figure
out if every location is necessary and her comfort at the ambiguity level in each scene. If it is an
office scene, do you need to bring in a desk, chair, and fax machine from off stage, or do you
simply rearrange a system of crates and pallets on stage to create the illusion of an office?" He
was right. Her response to that question would help me understand the nature of the design
problem on the horizon.
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To what extent do I need to mine into each location? I needed to figure out the extent to
which each scene needed specific location information versus the somewhat abstract illusion of a
location. This information about “extent” of specificity and suggestion was exactly what I
needed to know; yet I could not find the words to express the notion of “extent.” The reframing
of the situation nevertheless changed my approach from "Lee, are you comfortable pulling away
from decisions you made" to the real problem I could not express, which was "How comfortable
are you with the scenes being somewhat modular and ambiguous?" Professor Madsen reminded
me, "The set does not have to do all the things," meaning the other design areas have a
responsibility to communicate the challenges of the show as well. Lastly, Professor Madsen
offered me a sign of caution. He told me I use the word "compression" frequently in my design
vernacular. He challenged me to drill deeper into my meaning of the word. He felt it was
becoming too universal to express my design ideas. I appreciated his notifying me of the
potential ruts in which I languished, and he added, "If compression is what you are going for,
your tendency to favor form and space as elements in your designs could be an issue in this
production." Professor Madsen encouraged me to find a sense of compression using texture or
line rather than a structural approach. Such an approach can quickly consume the design budget
and push the limits of available manpower. We went through a drawing exercise on the marker
board of potential ways to show "compression" with simple textures and lines as a paint
treatment on the stage floor or a few simple platform arrangements. The exercise was helpful,
but could have been more intentionally inserted into my final design. Nonetheless, as with most
design discussions with Professor Madsen, I was ready to run through a brick wall and ask Lee
all the pointed questions. The show deserves this kind of attention to detail and clarity of
communication regardless of how uncomfortable I felt.
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After meeting with Professor Madsen, I had three hours before meeting with Lee at 1:00
PM. In the drive from Lincoln to Fremont, I decided I needed to watch the high school version
of Bright Star. The thought washed over me, "If I was really doing what was best for the show, I
should watch the high school version and try to see what Lee is attracted to in that production." I
initially refused to watch the high school version because I did not want it to taint my vision of
the show. I wanted as empty a canvas as possible to create my own work. During this 59-mile
journey, however, I was adapting. I realized the way to offer Lee better solutions was to analyze
the solutions she already likes. If I have a firm grasp on what attracts her to the high school
version, I can embrace those ideas, extrapolate on them, and thereby make them my unique
creation. When I got to Fremont, I sat in my SUV on a random residential street in Fremont and
watched the YouTube video of Madison High School's production of Bright Star. I took note of
various conventions they used. The quality of their set surprised me. My first thought was,
"They must have paid well over $1,500 for this set!" There was a central barn-like structure
upstage center with the Bluegrass band on it. Characters periodically entered and exited the
barn-like structure. Downstage of this structure was an enormous open space for large musical
numbers.
Although it was too symmetrical the themed portals served to encase the stage. The
environment looked like the interior of a barn, complete with slat wood. Rustic set decorations
hung on the legs of the portals giving an attractive textural quality to the composition. The
barn's back wall was a slat wood wall with a thin line cut into it to resemble a jagged silhouette
of a mountain range. It was a great use of line. The wood slatting was vertical and mechanical,
and the mountain range was a horizontal slashing line that illuminated its shape with a cyc in the
background. It was a clever use of negative space and created a novel idea for communicating
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the presence of the Blue Ridge Mountains. About five scenes in, the mountain line on the back
slatted wall started changing. The top half of the slatted wall lifted, thus creating the illusion that
the mountains were opening up. (ILLUSTRATED IN THE PICTURES OF THE SET THAT
HAVE BEEN INSERTED AT THE END OF THIS CHAPTER) The negative space that was
only a slit of a line expanded to suggest a more extensive mountain range, while exposing the
explosive color from the cyc upstage. This was their transition from the 1940s to 1920s North
Carolina. It was an ingenious solution to guide the plot of the show. After watching this version,
I realized that almost every warning Bryce gave to me (about Lee) described what I saw. This
show had massively inspired her. How was I to improve upon what I just witnessed? My first
question to Lee concerned what components of the show she saw working for our production. I
took a deep breath and prepared myself to meet Lee Meyer.
I arrived at Kimmel Theatre on the Midland campus a few minutes before 1:00 PM. I
entered to see a small-framed blonde woman in her 50s. It was Lee. She seemed polite and
kind-hearted in our early interactions. She reminded me of a "country girl," the kind who enjoys
the peace of living in a smaller community like Fremont, Nebraska. The image accorded with a
show about small town America. We quickly got down to business, and I started asking
questions about the play. I remember my first question was, "What excites you about this play?"
Lee immediately responded that she was excited to tell the historical aspects of the show. She
divulged that she is a bit of a history buff, so the show’s background interested her. She also
liked the exemplar Alice provided for her students. Alice’s hope, strength, and optimism seemed
like an elixir apropos for a world coping with a pandemic. In my 40-minute conversation with
Lee, I methodically moved my way down my list of pointed questions and took notes. I asked,
"How much location information is needed in each scene? Are there scenes that need more than
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others? Are all locations necessary?" She said she was open to my interpretation, but she liked
having an upstage area to house the pit orchestra and to facilitate entrances and exits. She also
wanted sufficient space downstage to set and later strike properties for the individual locations.
She wanted quick transitions between scenes and seemed amenable to transitions taking place in
light, keeping the show’s pace moving. I asked her if she was open to a modular design, in
which scenic elements remained onstage but served to create different locations. She demurred,
stating her preference for an “uncluttered” look; she wanted a "barn-like" structure on and
around which the action could take place. We then discussed logistical questions about specific
location environments, including the size of the pit. I had dealt with this in a previous
production, for which we spent weeks debating the square footage required for an orchestra. The
size of the pit expanded considerably until we realized that the conductor was simply looking for
ways to keep himself in the lime light. With this kind of egomania in mind, I wanted a firm
agreement with her about the amount of space. How many members of the pit were needed?
What instruments were necessary, and how much space did the conductor really need? The pit's
spatial requirement was about the only thing that became crystal clear on by the end of the
meeting.
I informed her I had seen the Madison, New Jersey high school production online and
that I liked how they revealed the mountains to show the shift in time. She loved it too, but we
agreed we needed to figure our own way of indicating the switch back and forth between the
1920s and the 1940s. This concern gave her an opening to talk about what she liked in the high
school version. Now the discussion started to accelerate. She liked how simple the scenes made
transitions, and how simple solutions defined the locations of the specific scenes. She mentioned
the importance of the environment in helping the audience understand the shifts from the 1920s
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to the 1940s. She liked the idea of providing levels but was skeptical about budgetary
constraints. I was becoming somewhat alarmed that there was little information offered about
conceptual approaches, emotional responses she wanted to evoke, and what kind of moods she
wanted to convey. We spoke about marginal details, but there was no governing conceit, except
a desire to keep it simple and user-friendly.
I decided to take a chance and told her I disliked how balanced and symmetrical the high
school version was. Its composition felt too safe for a story that featured anti-intellectualism,
infanticide, and boorish redneck backwardness. I told her that it was important for the design to
reflect such distasteful qualities. I likewise disagreed with the New Jersey high school approach
to differentiating the 1920s from the 1940s locations. The former presented an explosion of
color and receptivity, when in fact the 1940s scenes should have been colorful and receptive.
The later decade contained scenes depicting Alice grown up, pursuing her passions, forgetting
her past, and achieving a modest happiness. These scenes needed to be bright and lively,
whereas the scenes from Zebulon felt claustrophobic and constrictive.
To my surprise and delight, Lee agreed with this interpretation as a potential language to
differentiate the time periods in tone and style. I saw the play unfolding from the vantage point
of people gathered around a bonfire in somebody’s backyard, reenacting the events of the play to
each other, using what was handy to accomplish it. I was picturing a backyard folk tale. Lee
loved this idea.
I concluded our meeting with a verbal summary of our discussion s main points. Doing
so allowed us both to agree on various points we discussed, and it gave Lee a chance to inject
something I missed. I said, "So, we are going to tell a backyard folk tale, with one simple and
stationary location. That location, with small, simple changes, can echo all locations." Lee
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agreed. I left feeling pretty good about the discussion. She appeared to be open to the layout of
the set but offered no conceptual guidelines when asked. We nevertheless got to where we
needed to be. I was now prepared to start modeling out my initial ideas. Yet it seemed to me
that Lee had some kind of vision different from mine, but she struggled to communicate it.
There was nevertheless a sense that she was one to layer on ideas at this conceptual juncture. I
feared she might be a reactive director instead of a conceptual one. That may have been why she
agreed with so many of my ideas. I assumed her experience with direction at the high school
level and now at Midland had shaped her general approach. One thing was certain: Lee was a
sweet person and someone who did not intimidate me. My preconceptions of a difficult person
to work with, based largely on Bryce Bassett’s description of her, did not seem salient. Lee and I
agreed to meet again soon, and I hoped for a positive response to the imagery that was to infuse
my design.
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says “I will do anything to protect this dynasty” Foreshadowing

Prepping dinner for a feast.
NOTE- Alice wants acceptance from her parents - she is different
and hardheaded. They want her to change. She is the Black
Sheep.Action - just the song!

Jimmy Ray works outside under a tree.
Jimmy Ray says “you think you might be too smart for this town”
NOte - Alice is a sparkplug. Witty and smart. Flirtatious
Action: Alice and Jimmy meet - Flirt- Talk about being smart - and
the Dance.

Ice Box (JR is fixing
Biscuit
Book and Toolbox
Poster for the
“Couples Day Dance”

Kitchen supplies

Setting : Is in the lobby of an office - busy- a front desk for Daryl
and a station for Lucy. Desk says “Asheville Southern Journal
Action: Billy is mocked for submitting his manuscript. Alice enters
and takes the manuscript to read it because billy mentions Thomas
Wolfe. Alice is called out for being a wallflower. SONG- Alice used
to be more carefree. **TRANSITION TO 1923 Next Scene

Action: Billy wants to get Published at Ashville
Song - Hope and faith are his guiding light (his mom). Wants to
make her proud.
**Travel Montage going to Asheville

“Billy Walks up the road to surprise his Family”
Porch needs room for at least two to sit.
Action: Makes fun of being smart / Find out Billy is an aspiring writer /
mama Died
Scene Transitions to Mama’s Graveyard (has roses)
Action: Mama understood him like no other. Knew there was intelligence
inside. Got his passion for writing from her.

Song- Invites you to observe her story of Grit, Determination and
Longing.
“set spins” transitions to billy’s home.

Notes/Themes/ Things I don’t know

Billy’s Manuscript
Round File (trash)
Pen and Paper (daryl
Writes name)

Book Pg11
Thesaurus
Billys Stories “letters”

Rocker (daddy)
Margo Sits too
Book (for Daddy)
Gravestone Angel
Floribunda Rose

Props

Show jumps from 1923 to 1945 and takes place in the Blue Ridge Mountain portion of North Carolina.

Bright Star Scene Breakdown

Scene/Properties Breakdown
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Please, Don’t Take Him

Pathetic Shack in
the woods

1924

Mama & Daddy
Murphy
Mayor
Alice
Stanford
Ensemble

15

*Scene Change

1945

Billy
Daryl
Lucy
Alice
Ensemble

Alice’s Office
Desk

14

I Cant Wait (pt. 2)

13

Produced at Midland University

Mayors House

LIMBO!!

1923

12
Alice
Daddy Murphy
Stanford
Dr. Norquist
Mayor
Jimmy Ray
Spirits/’Ensemblee

1923

11

What Could Be Better

I Cant Wait (pt.1)
(transition to 13)

Dr. Norquist
Alice

Dr.s Office
Examination room

1923

10

(underscore) By Your Side

Mayor
Jimmy Ray

Stanford
Ensemble
Jimmy Ray
Alice
Mama and Daddy
Murphy

Park in Zebulon
“Zebulon Couples
Day” banner

1923

*Picnic Dance

Asheville

Bright Start Underscore

Daryl
Lucy
Billy
Alice
Ensemble

Margo’s Bookstore

9

Alices Office
Asheville So. Jo.

Musical #

Characters

1945

1945

1 8

Location

Margo
Edna
Billy
Florence
Ensemble

Year

A
C
T

S
C
E
N
E

Scene/Properties Breakdown

Bright Star

The Cabin is in Shambles! Baby has been born.
Mayor and stanford enter and want to put baby up for adoption.
She says NO, but she is a minor and they only need Daddy
Murphys signature to do it. Alice Pleads with then and daddy to
not sign and take the baby. DADDY SIGNS! Mayor snatches baby
from Alice and puts it in the Valise
Stuff in cabin- towels and
pans everywhere
Baby
Bed Alice is in
Bible
Papers (stanford pulls out
Table
Valise - suitcase.

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Billy and ALice have a meeting about his story - She gives advice and gets stuck
on his ending “The Longing Of the human heart and its search for propinquity.”
She likes it- tells him to bounce it off Daryl and she will publish it. She is the key
to him keeping his hope alive to being a writer and being published.
Propinquity

Action: Alice sings to her baby - shows her love and connection to baby.
Spirits show up and turn into Adult men who intimidate her and convince
her to go to a cabin in the woods and hide. Dr. Drops hints about
abortion.
ALice sings to baby again about making him a sweater.
Jimmy Appears and proposes, she says yes, but not right now. They
must wait, and she must go to the cabin and wait out the scrutiny of the
town. End scene with Both singing to baby “I can’t wait to see you”

Action: Mayor found out that Alice is pregnant with Jimmys baby.
Tells jimmy he is not in love and says “let me take care of this”

Action : Alice is pregnant! Scared how the town will react.

Room for square dancing. Thunder and lightening. Jimmy and
Alice are to the side of the party.
Action: Jimmy and Alice confess their love for one another in song.
We find out they have been hanging out at the River a lot.

ACTION: Margo hopes billy wants to marry her - Billy arrives to tell
her he is moving to Asheville to write.
SONG : margo lost her love

Action: Billy Fakes the Thomas Wolfe letter and gets caught by
Alice. BUT she likes his writing and gives him a chance to develop
a story. Tells him he needs to find his voice…

Notes/Themes/ Things I don’t know

Stuff on desk
Manuscript (Billys)

Flowers (jimmy gives
to Alice)

Package with a dress in it.
Folded magazine billy
carries
Folded piece of paper from
Billys pocket

Thomas Wolfe Letter
Billys Manuscript

Props

44

S
C
E
N
E

1924

Year

Inside a Train Car

Location

A Man’s Gotta Do
(reprise)

Musical #

Valise

Props

Mayor Holds handrail of train. Sings about “not letting anything get
in the way of what he has built”. Clatter grows, gets louder,
whistles blow, MAYOR THROWS BABY OUT OF TRAIN.

Notes/Themes/ Things I don’t know

Produced at Midland University

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Show starts slow but builds quickly… at scene 11 when we find out Alice is pregnant.

From the world of 1945, the main thing that sticks out to me is the quote from his story that Alice reads out loud. It is the
only example from his writing we hear and is perhaps the spine of the emotional arc of the show… ““The Longing Of the
human heart and its search for propinquity.” He talks about what he likes about it is people have to do a double take
and soak it in twice because the last word is a $5 word that most will have to look up. Also an example of how literacy
and language is used to make a point. Anti Zebulon if you will.

The older men from 1923, (Daddy Murphy, Mayor, Stanford, Dr. Norquist) are all negative influencers and are the ones
clinging to a sense of the rigid way things used to be and unwilling to change.

A couple diﬀerent themes are surfacing. Four times there was reference to (in the 1923, world of Zebulon) a fear/distrust/
of intelligence and being smart and pursuing college. There seems to be a caccuun of comfort and likeness that the
people of Zebulon are clinging to and a fear of “the outside”. Alice and Jimmy Ray see themselves as outsiders and
know they must get out to pursue who they really are. Seems to be a war on literacy.

Mayor
Ensemble

Characters

Act 1 Observations

1 16

A
C
T

Scene/Properties Breakdown
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I Had A Vision

Always Will
*Scene Change

Alice
Clerk
Alice
Jimmy Ray
Well Dressed
Woman
Margo
Max
Billy
Ensemble

A Government
Office
Raleigh NC
Well Manicured Street
Suburban
neighborhood
Raleigh
An Exterior of a house
with a gate

Bookstore
Hayes Creek

1946

1946

1946

5

6

4

*Scene Change

Alices Office
Ash. So. JO.

1946

Alice
Billy
Daryl

3

The Shiny Penny
Another Round
Another Round Playoﬀ

Daryl
Lucy
Billy
Ensemble

Shiny Penny Cafe
and Bar
Asheville

1946

2

Heartbreaker

Jimmy Ray
Mayor

1924

1

Mayors Living
Room

1924

2 0

Train Depot
Outside Zebulon

Produced at Midland University

*Scene Change

Suns Gunna Shine

*Entr’acte
*Opening Act 2

Stationmaster
Mama Murphy
Alice
Women
Daddy Cane
Margo
Ensemble

Musical #

Characters

Location

Year

S
C
E
N
E

A
C
T

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Billy tells margo he is going to be published. He… QUICKLY says
they are… US. Then Song.- Opens up to her and says he has
always loved her. They fall in love. Cute.

Alice finds Jimmy Ray in Raleigh. On sidewalk outside his house. They
talk about how they have stalked each other through the years and
neither is married. Jimmy tells Alice what happened to their son and why
he never looked for his records. I had a vision is her vision of HOPE what
she was clinging to all these years. Alice is devastated and hopeless.

In a drab office going through records. A clerk is at a desk near her.
Alice trying to find records for her baby. Its obvious she has been there
before.. Alice asked if Jimmy has ever come to look and Clerk says no.

Alice informs Billy that Daryl checked off on his story and it will be
published. HURRAY! Alice is going to Raleigh and Zebulon on
personal business. Billy gets her to stop at his house in Hayes
Creek and she adds it to her itenerary. Alice notices they both
have the same habit of using sophisticated words.

Papers. Billy has
stories with him
Hat and coat - daryl
carries fo Alice
Train Tickets - daryl
hands to Alice
Files
Filing cabinet

People are dancing in the bar. Lights??
Billy comes to the bar, Lucy hits on him. They have fun and let
loose. Sing Another round. They get drunk. Lucy Kisses Billy.

Suitcase (jimmy)
Medicine (jimmy
prepares for Mayor)

Drinks

Jimmy is going to Chapil Hill, but The Mayor is ill. Mayor tells him
what he did to the baby. Jimmy is furious SINGS about how he
can’t tell Alice and Break her heart. And he is broken.

Suitcase

Notes/Themes/ Things I don’t know

ALice got a scholorship to Chapell Hill and is going to college
there. Daddy is struggling with his decision to put baby up for
adoption. Alice and Mama sing Suns gunna shine. Brimming with
optimism that everything is going to be OK and she will find her
baby and be with Jimmy. Will she be whole again?

Props

Bright Star Scene Breakdown
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1946

And
1924

Alice Office
Ash. So. Jo.

Back to porch

Flashback:
The woods under a
train bridge Trestle.

Porch
Daddy Cains house
Outside Hayes
Creek

Alices Childhood
cabin

Location

Daryl
Lucy
Jimmy Ray
Alice
Billy
Margo
Company

Alice
Billy
Daddy Cane
Spirits
Ensemble

Alice
Daddy Murphy
Mama Murphy

Characters

Bags (alice carries)

Props

Once again a road. First time we see this duo since he signed
adoption papers.
Daddy get a bottle from under the porch. Lifts a plank.
Daddy repents for what he did, she forgives. He asks about the
baby she says he was adopted and lies that he is doing well as a
way to protect him and suppress his bad feelings.

Notes/Themes/ Things I don’t know

Finale

Manuscript (alice
brings in)

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Billy shows up with Margo. Meets Jimmy Ray, his dad, Apologises
to Alice for being cold and slow to come around the the fact she is
his mother.
Margo Accepst his marriage proposal!
Jimmy and Alice get engaged.

Alice show back up to office and is noticeably more chipper. Likes
a humor piece Daryl wrote. Then tells the news of her child.

Billy shows Alice his house in Hayes Creek. Meets Bilys dad, asks
about his mom, starts getting suspicious of things. Sees the valise,
Nehi (a cola)
grows more curious. Billy brings his baby sweater out to the
Cooler
porch. She recognizes it! And knows Daddy Cain has a story to
Clothes (billy gets from
tell…. Daddy Cain goes into a flashback.
house)
Baby Sweater (underscore)
Valise (duffel)
I Cant Wait (reprise)
Under the train bridge the night he found billy thrown from the train.
Boots and
So Familiar / At Long Last
Witnesses billy thrown from bridge. Picks up bag, says he will take
BABY SWEATER!!!
care of baby, Spirits enter…. Transition back to 1946…. Daddy
pops back into previous scene.
Flour sack
Flashlight
Alice Sings to Billy “your my baby”. She knew it.
Says , “Something told me to hold on for this”

Sun’s Gonna Shine
(reprise)

Musical #

Produced at Midland University

9

8

1946

2 7

1946

Year

A
C
T

S
C
E
N
E

Scene/Properties Breakdown
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Produced at Midland University

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Why this play? What lesson does it teach? Don’t ignore blind faith. Have faith and see it through.
Follow your guiding light. Follow your gut and good things can happen. Act on your instincts to be
happy, Alice kept pursuing her child and eventually found him with luck.

How would I describe the show - Cute - Funloving story (music adds to this feeling) - Simple story how
blind hope pays oﬀ. Optimistic and hopeful.

Do I show a diﬀerence between Time Periods? How? Lighting? Costume?
Can Locations be combined? Need a chart
What is the flow of scenes? Need a Chart
Character analysis
Plot analysis?
Look at notes from director from previous meeting with Bryce.
Scene Similarities (how many diﬀerent locations) can they be combined
Research - Look up cities sited in play - Look up images of cabins and “rural stuﬀ” to dress set.
Concept StatementStart to develop ground plans and a design “language”

What I need to do:

What was in her way of this? The Mayor - Her dad - Her instinct to run away from her problems. She
was taught/encourged to hide from her sin, and she ran away. She was a victim. Her outlet was her
work.

Major Dramatic Question: Will Alice be whole again? Find her son and her love?

In this act you really see the lights start to dim in Alice right before they are resurrected. The show
reminds me of a guiding light that almost goes out. There is a blind Hope/Faith that lived in Alice. She
held on to it but it was fading. She also finally gets approval from her father, which was important to
her.

Act 2 Observations

Scene/Properties Breakdown

Bright Star
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SCENE CHARTING DIAGRAMS AND GROUND PLAN
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Bright Star
Scene Charting

Bright Star
Scene Similarities Chart
This activity is a way to organize the locations and see which ones
duplicate and if locations have similarities and can be combined in some
way.
Scenes with star take place in 1923/4

Location

1

2

Limbo

Billy’s Home
/Mama’s
Graveyard

3
Margo’s
Bookshop

A1 Scene 2
A1 Scene 1
If You Knew My
Story

ACT
1

Porch /
Graveyard
She’s Gone

4
Lobby/
Alice Oﬃce
Ashville So.
Jo.

A1 Scene 4
A1 Scene 3

Lobby

Bright Star

Way Back in the
Day

A1 Scene 13

A1 Scene 8
A1 Scene 9

Lots of actors on
stage - Alice
sings to baby

Asheville/Picnic
Dance

I Can’t Wait-2

Alices Oﬃce
Bright Star
Underscore

A1 Scene 14

5

6

Jimmy Ray’s /
Murphy’s
Mayor’s
Cabin Interior
House

7
Park In
Zebulon

8

A1 Scene 6
Kitchen Scene

Whoa, Mama

Firmer Hand

“Zebulon
Couples Day”
What Could be
Better

10

Dr.’s Exam
Room

Shack In The
Woods

A1 Scene 11

Shit Everywhere
inside

A1 Scene 10
A1 Scene 5
Outside house

9

Train Car

11
Train
Depot

Porch

ACT
2

So Familiar/At
Long Last

A2 Scene 6
Confess love
Always Will

Under Train
Trestle

Please, Don’t
Take Him

A2 Scene 4

A2 Scene 5

No song

I had a Vision

A1 Scene 16
A Mans Gotta
Do reprise

A Man’s Gotta
Do

A1 Scene 12
Inside or Outside
I Can’t Wait

Alice is going to
travel

15

Well
Manicured
Street
Suburban
Raleigh

A1 Scene 7

Alice’s Desk

A2 Scene 3

13

Living Room

Billy gets closer
to publishing

Alice’s Oﬃce

Shiny
Penny

14

Government
Oﬃce in
Raleigh

A1 Scene 15

A2 Scene 7
A2 Scene 8

12

A2 Scene 1
Living Room
Heartbreaker

Porch Scene gets drink from
under plank
Sun’s Gunna
Shine Reprise

A2 Scene 2
A2 Scene 0
Bar
Suns Gunna
Shine

Another
Round

A2 Scene 8
FLASHBACK
Woods under
Train Bridge
No song here

A2 Scene 9
Alice’s Oﬃce
Finale

Thoughts while doing this exercise - Need to mark which scenes have large numbers of actors involved in scene or musical number. Sometimes a small
space “alices oﬃce” then turns into the Finale with lots of people. Need to consider this.
Wondering if All ‘porch’ or house scenes can be combined? Wondering if the “public” areas like the Park and Bar can be combined. They both will need more
space too. Wondering if the “govt oﬃce” can be combined with the bookshop? Wondering if LIMBO can be a road that is always present on stage? There is
much reference to traveling and moving from location to location. Perhaps this road links all locations?

Produced at Midland University
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Bright Star
Scene Charting

Bright
Bright Star
Star
Flow
Flowof
ofScenes
Scenes
This chart is a way to visualize the flow of action and how scenes change
This chart is a way to visualize the flow of action and how scenes change
and blend together.
and blend together.
Scenes with star take place in 1923/4
Scenes with star take place in 1923/4

Locations 1
Locations 1
Scen
eScen
e

ACT
1ACT
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

Limbo
Limbo
A1 Scene 1

2

3

2

4

3

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

9

8

9

10
11
12 13
10
11
12 13

14
14

15
15

Well
Under
Dr.’s
Lobby/
Billy’s Home
Train
Shiny Governmen
Shack In
Jimmy Ray’s /
Murphy’s Cabin
Park In
Margo’s
Governmen
Well
Under
Train Car
Dr.’s
Billy’s Home
in Manicured
Train
AliceLobby/
Oﬃce
/Mama’s
Train Penny
Shiny t Oﬃce
Jimmy
Ray’s /
Murphy’s
Park In Exam
Margo’s
The Shack
WoodsIn
Mayor’s
House
Interior Cabin Zebulon
Bookshop
Train Car Depot
t Oﬃce in Street
Manicured Trestle
Train
Exam
Alice Oﬃce
/Mama’s
Graveyard
Depot
Penny Raleigh
The Woods
Mayor’s House
Interior
Zebulon Room
Bookshop Ashville So. Jo.
Raleigh
Street
Trestle
Room
Ashville So. Jo.
Graveyard

A1 Scene 1
If You Knew My Story
If You Knew My Story

A1 Scene 2
Scene 2
Porch /A1
Graveyard

2

Porch / Graveyard
She’s Gone
She’s Gone
A1 Scene 3

3

A1 Scene 3
Bright Star
Bright Star

A1 Scene 4
A1 Scene 4
Lobby

4

Way Back inLobby
the Day
Way Back in the Day

A1 Scene 5
A1 Scene 5
Outside house

5

Outside
Whoa,
Mamahouse
Whoa, Mama

A1 Scene 6
A1 Scene 6
Kitchen Scene

6

Kitchen
Firmer
HandScene
A1 Scene 7

Firmer Hand

A1 Scene 7
Living Room

7

A Man’sLiving
GottaRoom
Do
A Man’s Gotta Do
A1 Scene 8
A1 Scene 8
Alices Oﬃce

8

Alices Oﬃce
Bright Star Underscore

9

Bright Star Underscore

A1 Scene 9

9
10
10
11
11
12
12

A1 Scene 9
Asheville/Picnic Dance
Asheville/Picnic Dance

A1 Scene 9
A1 Scene 9
Asheville/Picnic
Dance
Asheville/Picnic
Dance

A1 Scene 11
A1 Scene 11

A1 Scene 12
A1 Scene 12
Inside or Outside
Inside or Outside
I Can’t Wait
A1 Scene 13

I Can’t Wait

13
13

A1 Scene 13
Lots of actors on stage Alice sings to baby
Lots of actors on stage Alice Wait-2
sings to baby
I Can’t
I Can’t Wait-2

A1 Scene 14

14
14

A1 Scene 14
Alice’s Desk
Alice’s
Desk
Billy gets closer
to publishing
Billy gets closer to publishing

A1 Scene 15
A1 Scene 15
Shit Everywhere
inside
Shit Everywhere
inside
Please, Don’t Take
Him
Please, Don’t Take
A1 Scene 16
Him

15
15
ACT
2ACT
2

16
16
0
0
1
1
2

A1 Scene 16
A Mans Gotta Do
reprise
A Mans Gotta Do
reprise
A2 Scene 0

Scene 1
LivingA2
Room
Living Room
Heartbreaker
Heartbreaker

Bar
Another Round
A2 Scene 3

9

Alice’s
Alice is going
to Oﬃce
travel
Alice is going to travel

No song

A2 Scene 5
A2 Scene 5
I had a Vision
I had a Vision

A2 Scene 6
A2 Scene 6
Confess love
Confess love
Always Will
Always Will

A2 Scene 7
Scene
Porch Scene -A2
gets
drink7from
under plank
Porch Scene - gets drink from
under plank
Sun’s Gunna Shine Reprise
Sun’s Gunna Shine Reprise

A2 Scene 8
A2 Scene 8
Porch
So Familiar/AtPorch
Long Last
So Familiar/At Long Last
A2 Scene 9

9

A2 Scene 4
Scene 4
No A2
song

7
8

Another Round

A2 Scene 3
Alice’s Oﬃce

3
4
4
5
5
6
6

8

A2 Scene 2
A2 Scene 2
Bar

2

3

7

A2 Scene 0
Suns Gunna
Shine
Suns Gunna
Shine

A2 Scene 1

A2 Scene 8
FLASHBACK
A2 Scene 8
FLASHBACK
Woods under
Train Bridge
Woods under
Trainhere
Bridge
No song
No song here

Scene 9
Alice’sA2Oﬃce
Alice’s Oﬃce
Finale
Finale
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Plotting early ideas on ground plan of kimmel

Bright Star
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PRODUCTION PHOTOS FROM MADISON HIGH SCHOOL
PERFORMANCE OF BRIGHT STAR
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Mountain outline cut out

Madison High School production photos on youtube

Bright Star
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Back of barn lifts to reveal Negative space of mountains

Madison High School production photos on youtube

Bright Star
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Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Mountains Open = Zebulon

Madison High School production photos on youtube

Bright Star
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Silhouette of set emphasizing mountain cut out

Madison High School production photos on youtube

Bright Star
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Shiny penny scene - arrangement of properties

Madison High School production photos on youtube

Bright Star
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Neighborhood scene - box set - set decor

Madison High School production photos on youtube

Bright Star
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NOTES AND QUESTIONS FROM FIRST MEETING WITH DIRECTOR
Friday September 25th, 2020

61

Bright Star

first meeting with lee meyer - Questions and responses

Bright Star
What excites you about this play? First Meeting with Director
Questions.
Telling of the historical aspects. Hope. Positivity.
What about this play is important for people to understand today?
Its a great example to students.. her strength. Positivity.
How explicit do you see the diﬀerent locations being? Suggestive of emotion OR Location
specific information? Modular?
Do you see some strong stage pictures/moments that you would like to accomplish?
What about the HS version did you like? Band on stage. Central barn structure as a hub of the
action.
Making sure you could tell time diﬀerences. 7 musicians. - Trap Set keyboard inside piano.
Simplistic and uncomplicated. Backyard folk story.
More levels. See

Lee’s responses
are in red

Tell the diﬀerence between the genres.
Large central space for choreography?
Potential Improvements - Too balanced. More excitement in the composition of the stationary set.
More of an adaptable/plyable play environment to show compression/restriction of Zebulon
culture VS the world Alice dreams of with less restriction. Lighting source that never goes out.
Alices world seems compressed and restricted with the walls closed in, and then they open up for
the scenes of zebulon. I feel opposite. Levels????
Inject more character and charm to the static environment.
A single practical lantern that stays on.
Perhaps a diﬀerent language/texture for diﬀerent time periods?
Any moment you see lighting playing a large role? Can I assist?
Notes from
Notes from Watching production. watching
H.S.
Production
Spinning Desk !
Like how Barn lifts to reveal mountains
Lots of lighting angles and location changes.
Perhaps some textures to assist lighting to do this.

Produced at Midland University

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

2.4 DEVELOPING THE WORK
This phase of the design process shows my work progression from the first meeting with
the director up to the second meeting with the director. Most of the process so far had focused
on analyzing the text and guessing what Lee Myer’s next move might be. I was careful to heed
the objectives we discussed in our first meeting. What follows is an explanation of my research
process and the development of a preliminary digital model and ground plan for the show.
(IMAGERY IS PROVIDED AT END OF THIS CHAPTER)
I plunged into researching a show I still did not fully grasp. I needed more context about
the Blue Ridge region and its people. I watched a documentary about the Blue Ridge region and
learned that its major industries were forestry, mining, agriculture, and heavy industry. I then
began to collect some real-life photographs of various barns and cabins in rural Nebraska and
Missouri. Next, I began to search online for locations, environments, and textures that might
belong in the musical. I looked at images of rustic barns, sheds, cabins, lawn decor, fencing, and
the Blue Ridge Mountains themselves. The “blue” in the Blue Ridge Mountains refers to an
azure-like haze that envelops them when seen from a distance. The haze comes from native trees
in the region, which release a haze-causing enzyme into the atmosphere. Such research helps to
explain certain metaphors present in the show. One such metaphor was a lantern, the kind which
hang on barn and cabin doors. They often provided light to individuals walking to the outdoor
toilet to relieve themselves at night. I thought they could represent Alice's hope and optimism as
she moves on a dimly lit path to her destination.
In my training at UNL, I learned to detect the play's “spine,” a term which the
aforementioned Stanislavsky used to describe its “through line of action.” To detect the “spine”
I analyze the play from many angles. What is the action of this play? What is the impact

of the action? To whom is this play speaking? Where is the fear/love in the play? Who
contributes most to the play’s action, except Alice? What are the central ideas in this play? Do
they include, besides discovery, hope, hatred, or love? Why did the playwright (Steve Martin)
construct the play as he did? After pondering these and other questions, I came to the conclusion
that. Bright Star is a charming treatment of the human tendency to persevere in the face of
difficulty. Difficulties present themselves in life, and maturity is needed to meet them. The
result is not always happy. In fact, the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer was probably correct
when he said, “Suffering is our normal condition. Happiness is just a disruption of this status
quo.” Alice wanted to disrupt the status quo in which she found herself. She did not enjoy
living in Zebulon. Alice had many things working against her, but fate had something else in
mind. After 20 years she was united with a young writer who triggered her. He awakened in her
the determination to go back to Zebulon, and in the process discovered that the young writer was
actually her son. It was a stunning turnaround, highly unlikely, and altogether unforeseeable.
Fate had briefly smiled upon her.
With these thoughts in mind, I began to develop a design concept statement for the show.
“Bright Star is a flame in a windstorm refusing to go out.” I liked the idea of a force trying to
put out Alice's everlasting glow. Some people call it fate, but it goes by many names. It
pervaded the culture of Zebulon, and I wanted to use the “force” of Zebulon to contrast with
Alice and her struggle against it. The audience in Midland needed to see the difference between
the world that created Alice versus the world she created. Happiness, whatever it is, is fleeting.
But it’s preferable to the status quo as long as it lasts. And it doesn’t last long. So let’s sing
praises about it. This was the foundation of my concept and how I saw this musical about a
bright star finding her way through the night.

I began formulating a ground plan and visualizing how wide, deep, and tall my design
area is. Parameters are important; they are actually limits, but within those limits design ideas
start to fuse. Stage design is similar to sculpture in that form must occupy space. I layered in
form by throwing up three-dimensional shapes in Vectorworks software as my launching off
point. Many ideas and images fuse together then land in the space provided. My challenge was
to create a space filtered through my concept statement. I wanted the darkness of Zebulon to be
ever-present, palpable against Alice. The musical did not seem safe so symmetry had to
disappear. I wanted an asymmetrical composition highlighted with an angular "slashing"
sensation. They revealed the indifference of Zebulon, against which Alice must struggle.
For the central structure, I decided on an old mountain cabin in Zebulon instead of a
barn-like structure. Behind the central cabin structure a ramp would allow actors to enter and
exit. Directly upstage of the ramp was a ground row of mountains. Three rows upstage right,
and three rows upstage left overlapped to give the classic Blue Ridge Mountain feel, but the
ground row would shift in and out, tracking toward and away from center stage during the time
period shifts. This shift allowed negative space to constrict and open horizontally as a device to
illustrate a change in the show's time and mood. I envisioned the cabin to be "see-through,"
exposing the interior of the cabin and the mountain ground row beyond. This way the mountains
could offer relief from the pressure of Zebulon when in their open position. I saw the mountains
bright, open, and unhazy. They infused sunlight in the 1940s scenes. During the Zebulon
scenes, light on the ground row of mountains would shift towards a less saturated, grayish-blue
hue and even suggest fog. The ground row of mountains might consist of ripped paper attached
to a simple wood frame and painted various shades of bluish grey. Given the depth of the stage,
I thought this would work well.

My final impulse in this preconception was to develop a design language for the
transitions necessary for the play’s dynamics. I have learned to inspect transitions closely, and
for a musical with nearly 30 transitions it was important to grasp how things moved throughout
space and revealed to the audience. Equally important however, it is critical to understand
transitional relationships between static objects on stage and how they transition the eye through
the composition. Bright Star presented singular problems with transitions for another reason,
namely the temporal abstractions. They were Lee's major concerns for the show, and I needed to
define the difference between 1920s Zebulon and the 1940s locations distant from Zebulon. As a
secondary convention to differentiate between the two time periods, I envisioned stage properties
(crates, pallets, stumps, fencing, hay bales) in the Zebulon environment that assisted transitions.
The scenes from the 1940s might enter from the wings, offering an alternative to the 1920s
modular arrangements. Given the generous supply of location shifts in the play, I assumed
audiences capable of piecing together this abstraction and it would work to convey time changes.
I knew this idea required careful blocking, yet I had no real idea how Lee blocked musical
scenes.
I plotted a ground plan and 3D model as a starting point to discuss these and other ideas
in my second meeting with the director.
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2.5 SECOND MEETING WITH DIRECTOR
In late October, about a month after our first meeting, Lee’s preoccupation with the
costume design for Midland’s production of Spamalot had ceased. I wanted to provide her with
information on my design before our next meeting, which I hoped might make that meeting more
productive. I wrote her the following memo on October 25, 2020:
“Here is a peek of where I am heading. The idea I have landed on is a “backyard in
Zebulon.” “I think the best way to highlight Alice as the “beacon of light” is to
contrast her on a canvas that represents Zebulon and the masculine, flawed nature of
the characters who dominate that environment. This allows her to stand out along
with a few planted elements to help tell the story. #1 - A practical lantern light that
goes from bright to dim to bright again, and is strategically centered on the house.
Symbolically representing the “fire” within her to keep hope alive. #2 The Blue Ridge
Mountain Ground row upstage will change positions from “open bright and airy” to
“closed dark and compressed” (as Zebulon characters impose their pressure on the
story). This will allow us to give subtle, yet intentional shifts to the 40s vs the 20s.
Not everything is fleshed out yet; I still want to “dress” the set with items that can be
shifted to portray the auxiliary settings. I would love to use a “transitional language”
to help tell the story - items that are pulled from the Zebulon environment are from the
20s and items that move on and off from the wings belong to the 40s. This allows a
further understanding of which time is which along with the subtle shifts of the
lighting, ground row, and intensity of the lantern. I would love to meet via zoom or in
person to clarify. Let me know if you have questions. A ground plan draft is attached
too.”

Lee responded and said she liked the concept. We agreed to meet on Friday, November
2nd, for 30 minutes over her lunch break. In that meeting we discussed moving the cabin unit

center stage instead of placing it slightly upstage left. Lee wanted to expanded the “interior”
portion of the cabin and allowed more room for the pit and the drum set, this consequently would
open up the angle of the cabin for better sight lines. Lastly, we discussed providing a way to
disguise the alcove doors. We planned to use these doors to set and strike properties throughout
the show, but Lee said she hated using these doors because they swing out and distract the
transitions. I brought up the possibility of expanding the “Zebulon backyard” downstage and
hiding those entrances and exits. Lee liked concealing those doors, but she wanted to get desks
and chairs through the any openings I disguised. Lee asked about time period shifts and
wondered if costumes and lighting should solely convey those shifts. This triggered a puzzling
response from me because I assumed she read my memo I had previously sent. I had, in my
memo to her of October 25, outlined my ideas to facilitate the shifts. I used this opportunity to
lay out my renderings and ground plan and explain the mountain ground row in more detail. I
described their color and atmospheric changes and demonstrated with my hands how they would
overlap and constrict to convey time period shifts. Secondly, I reiterated the use of “transitional
language” differentiating locations outside Zebulon coming in from the wings. Lee restated her
discomfort of the backyard as “cluttered,” suggesting we bring the Zebulon locations on from
stage right and the non-Zebulon locations on from stage left. I informed her I was not going for
a junky, cluttered look, but an atmosphere of quaint intentional arrangements of properties. I
sensed hesitancy within Lee. I dove into more details to combat this hesitancy and explained
that the mountain ground row consisted of ripped paper to convey an organic demeanor, hoping
it might appear like edges of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It was, I noted, a cost-conscious way to
create the appearance of a mountainous background. I suggested lighting it from different
angles, making it a kind of canvas to enhance the change of moods during shifts. Lee said she

liked the look of pictures provided, but I could tell she was not completely sold. For a 30-minute
meeting during a lunch break to make a major design decision, it went reasonably well. We had
agreed in principle on the “Zebulon backyard folk story” as a way to emphasize Alice’s
optimism. We had plotted the fixed components of the set. I learned that she hungered for
imagery; she was unable to enunciate verbally what she wanted to see. This void of imagery was
evident when discussing the mountain ground row and “transitional language.” This meeting
was fundamental in discovering how Lee and I were “creatively courting.” The more imagery I
provided, the more she responded, thus, the more we accomplish in our meetings. We aimed for
our next meeting sometime in December of 2021.

2.6 FINAL DESIGN APPROVAL PROCESS
We needed to accomplish two objectives before our next meeting: 1.) Updating the
design to incorporate the notes from our last meeting, and 2.) Making sure we were in agreement
with the final design decisions. I submitted a rendition to Lee on November 28th via email, so
step one was accomplished. (SEE ATTACHED RENDERING AT END OF CHAPTER) Lee
liked the changes but was cautious about placing too much “stuff” around the shed structures I
had added. She feared that student actors lacked the space to pass through. She approved the
unit set with the understanding I would edit the congestion by the shed units. My attention
shifted objective two; resolving the 20+ auxiliary locations in the play and provide an
overarching strategy to allow the aforementioned scene shifts to take place as seamlessly as
possible.
To resolve quandaries related to auxiliary scenes, I created a scene-by-scene storyboard.
It provided specific information for each scene’s location and how each would make a transition
into the following scene. I knew Lee needed such visual information in order to approve my
final design. In early December, I emailed Lee and Bryce a draft of the storyboard. The images
illustrated distinct locations, the relationship of the auxiliary locations to other structures, the
insertion of the shed units to disguise the alcove openings, and the addition of a rotating gazebo
unit for the park scene and cabin in the woods. I also provided copies of my scene charts to
show the mountain ground row transitions to reflect the time changes. (DRAFT STORYBOARD
INSERTED AT END OF CHAPTER)
The day after sending the storyboard, I received a message from Bryce requesting a
Zoom session. The next day we met (per Zoom) Bryce updated me on critical changes taking
place at Midland University due to the rise of Covid-19 cases worldwide. Health experts

projected the spread to get worse through December and into the new year. Midland was to start
their “January Sprint” semester January 3. Bryce then told me that Midland administrators
made the “January Sprint” semester a remote undertaking, to lessen the effect of the pandemic.
The result was a drastic cut in Bryce’s in-person student workforce, and there would be a mere
two-week build before tech day scheduled for January 30th. Once again the boa constrictor of
limitations was squeezing this production. The theatre staff decided to push the show back by
one week to accommodate these unforeseen circumstances. As a result, Bryce changed the due
date of my final design packet to December 15th. Then Bryce said, “And now for cuts to the
scenic design.”
Bryce and Lee had rapidly gone through the storyboard I provided and they decided to
cut anything they felt unnecessary. (STORYBOARD CUTS AT END OF CHAPTER) He told
me that their motivation was to consider costs, time, manpower, and Lee’s taste. She had cut the
mountain ground row to my surprise. She replaced it with a rented backdrop from a supplier she
likes. Bryce's tone gave me the impression that this decision was non-negotiable. He directed
me to the supplier’s website, and I saw the layered Blue Ridge Mountain landscape complete
with different species of grass and rolling hills she had rented. It was atmospheric (sort of), but it
short-changed the impact of the play’s action. I voiced my disappointment, and Bryce
acknowledged it was a difficult pill to swallow. I felt the mountain ground row was a costeffective, yet aesthetic approach to solving the shifts in time, an approach Lee wanted resolved
since our first meeting. Bryce then informed me the rental fee was $1,300. I was flabbergasted.
This left only $200 remaining for my design. Everything felt wrong to me, especially being kept
in the dark about a major change in the design’s “look” and its budget. Bryce assured me he
would adjust more money to the project, but we needed to scale back everything. I nevertheless

felt like an outsider with little leverage, or as Professor Madsen says, “I had no drama bucks to
spend.” My training at UNL has often placed me in scenarios where I have been severely
disappointed. This was one such scenario: the analysis of paralysis, the curiosity of monstrosity.
One must divorce oneself from one’s work as a coping mechanism in these situations. Bryce
slowly ripped off the Band-Aid of eliminations to my ideas by marking objects in my renderings
with a large florescent red X. We ended with the main cabin unit and a space downstage to
roll property and scenic units on and off. That was it. A depiction similar to that of the high
school rendition. In a desperate attempt to stay positive I thought, “at least the cabin unit was
still intact and it had a lantern hanging on the wall.” This process felt like playing darts with an
invisible target, much as Schopenhauer had observed. My focus shifted to set dressing, in the
hope of salvaging some shred or tatter from my original design ideas. I knew my ideas were
stretching the capacities of Midland at this point, but I was willing to roll up my sleeves during
tech week to add the details we needed.
After a few days, I contacted Lee and arranged a Zoom session to talk over the placement
of various scenic items. The following are changes she requested:
1.) Add roses to the porch for the Daddy Cane scenes, and the angel headstone should be placed
stage right.
2.) Move the bookstore more center stage rather than stage left.
3.) Ashville Southern Journal scenes need a tall countertop rolling unit that can resemble a
receptionist desk, has a sign on it, and can turn to reveal a bar on the other side for the Shiny
Penny Bar scene in the second act.
4.) The icebox should be a plywood box and placed slightly right of center.

5.) Alice’s kitchen table needs to move more center stage with chairs on the ends and benches
on the sides.
6.) Mayor’s scenes need to come off the porch and be set up as his office downstage right. The
office needs a grand desk and chair, and a smaller chair for a client to sit in.
7.) Zebulon Days scene needs lanterns for the chorus to use during the sex scene.
8.) Physician’s scene needs a stool and a screen.
9.) Railroad scene needs a suitcase to fly in the air and not land (technical team).
10.) Shiny Penny scene needs a couple tables and chairs on the apron for choreography.
11.) Government Office - A small counter on the left.
12.) Wealthy neighborhood picket fence needs to open in the center.

The notes were pretty detailed about the specific placement of smaller items on the set
and confirmed my theory that Lee was a bit of a reactive director. If you provide her imagery,
she will have an opinion, but to conceptualize the show verbally and streamline all elements back
to that concept seemed beyond her mastery. I also noticed that Lee wanted to pull scenic
elements closer to center stage instead of keeping them on the side of the stage consistent with
their time period. This directorial strategy was incongruent with the “transition language” we
discussed. The vagaries of this design language thus increased, since the ground row was gone
and we lost scenic conventions to evoke a shift in time period.
To do everything possible to keep these decisions aligned with our transitional language,
I zoomed with Professor Madsen. I filled him in on the cuts and elements I felt were deviating
from our original concept. Professor Madsen reminded me, “The best idea always wins.” We
walked back through the design and he noticed a hesitancy of mine to incorporate the main cabin

structure into the play's action. It was just there and not being used to intensify the action. I had
added significant scenic elements like the gazebo, but it unfortunately distracted focus from the
main cabin unit. He felt there were many more options available to have the locations and
characters integrate with the cabin structure. He presented scenarios of potential small changes
that would make the cabin unit more modular in scope. One idea was to add a post to the cabin
unit's porch area to provide a place to hang the signage needed for the various locations. It was a
Brechtian solution, integrating the signs up high on the cabin structure because many of them
were currently attached to rolling scenic units where actors were obscuring as they passed in
front of them at various moments. Getting the signage higher would also add more visual
interest to those scenes and integrate the locations into the main cabin structure more
intentionally. Professor Madsen told me, “It is not that the ideas are bad. You just have not gone
far enough to prove to her without a doubt that your ideas are the clearest and most effective to
tell the story.”
I agreed. Perhaps my people pleasing nature was giving in to the high school version,
thus I was hesitant to use the cabin, which had now became a glorified backdrop at times.
Professor Madsen encouraged me to move forward and present two options to Lee to consider.
The ones she requested and an option that “doubled down” on my original intentions. I was
initially hesitant to take Professor Madsen’s advice; because we were close to agreement on a
finalized design. New ideas might plunge us back to a conceptual discussion, which had been
unfruitful to say the least.
I implemented those changes in 48 hours and sent Lee a delicately worded email
explaining the second option of visuals. She got back to me with word that she actually liked
some of the changes! She complimented me on going the extra mile for the show and expressed

her regret at cutting so much of my intended design. We agreed to zoom a final time and discuss
changes to solidify the design. We were fast approaching my deadline to provide a design
packet, so time was fleeting.
In our final zoom discourse, we hashed through many details. Some of the imagery I
provided as the second option inspired her to run slightly in the direction I was intending. Yet
she hesitated to deviate very far from what she already had planted. I hesitated to let the design
language remain so inarticulate, but at least we finalized the set. We discussed added elements
from the second option and elements which remain from her original plan. The specific scenes'
renderings were critical articulating our overall vision for the production, but there were so many
compromises, I hardly recognized the design in its present form. Communication though sparse
(I had only spoken with Lee for a total of about 90 minutes during the entire process) was always
respectful, and the result consisted of ideas the two of us had envisaged. It wasn’t perfect, but
we landed on a design. It is was now time for me to isolate myself from my kids and wife and
produce a design packet in order for Bryce and his students to begin work.
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DRAFT STORYBOARD Submitted December 4th, 2020
Also includes cuts from December 6th Zoom session with Bryce
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Bright Star
Draft Storyboard with cuts

Bright Star
Flow of Scenes
This chart is a way to visualize the flow of action and how scenes change
and blend together.
Scenes with star take place in 1923/4
Locations
Scen
e

ACT
1

1

1
Limbo

2
Billy’s Home
/Mama’s
Graveyard

3
Margo’s
Bookshop

4
Lobby/
Alice Oﬃce
Ashville So. Jo.

5
Jimmy Ray’s /
Mayor’s House

6
Murphy’s Cabin
Interior

7
Park In
Zebulon

8
Dr.’s
Exam
Room

9
Shack In
The Woods

10
Train Car

11
Train
Depot

12
Shiny
Penny

A1 Scene 1

13

14

Well
Governmen
t Oﬃce in Manicured
Street
Raleigh
Suburban

15
Under
Train
Trestle

If You Knew My Story
A1 Scene 2

2

Porch / Graveyard

3
4
5

Upda
te
Moun d to show
tain
Shift
s

She’s Gone
A1 Scene 3
Bright Star
A1 Scene 4
Lobby

SHIFT

Way Back in the Day
A1 Scene 5
Outside house
Whoa, Mama
A1 Scene 6

6

Kitchen Scene
Firmer Hand
A1 Scene 7

7
8
9
10

Living Room
A Man’s Gotta Do

SHIFT

A1 Scene 8
Alices Oﬃce
Bright Star Underscore
A1 Scene 9

SHIFT

Asheville/Picnic Dance
A1 Scene 9
Asheville/Picnic
Dance

11
12

A1 Scene 11

A1 Scene 12

SHIFT

Inside or Outside
I Can’t Wait

A1 Scene 13

13

Lots of actors on stage Alice sings to baby
I Can’t Wait-2

14
15

A1 Scene 14
Alice’s Desk

SHIFT

Billy gets closer to publishing
A1 Scene 15
Shit Everywhere
inside
Please, Don’t Take
Him
A1 Scene 16

16
ACT
2

A Mans Gotta Do
reprise
A2 Scene 0

0
1
2

Suns Gunna
Shine
A2 Scene 1
Living Room

SHIFT

Heartbreaker
A2 Scene 2
Bar
Another Round
A2 Scene 3

3

Alice’s Oﬃce
Alice is going to travel

4
5

A2 Scene 4
No song
A2 Scene 5
I had a Vision
A2 Scene 6

6
7

Confess love
Always Will

NO SHIFT

A2 Scene 7
Porch Scene - gets drink from
under plank
Sun’s Gunna Shine Reprise

8
9

A2 Scene 8
Porch
So Familiar/At Long Last

SHIFT

A2 Scene 8
FLASHBACK
Woods under
Train Bridge
No song here

A2 Scene 9
Alice’s Oﬃce
Finale
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*Mountain background changes thematically with play
1946 (“open, bright and amber”) to 1920’s Zebulon (“closed, dark, bluish-grey, and hazy”)

1946

Intensity of lantern on house is bright at beginning and end but fades to a flicker at intermission

1923

Mountains move in “compressing” the composition and giving more focus to the house architecture.
*these changes in background are noted with a star in the following storyboard.
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Ground Row cut

Ramp Cut

Shed Cut
Shed Cut
Fencing
Cut

Ground Row cut

Ramp Cut

Shed Cut

Shed Cut
Fencing
Cut
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Always Will

A1 S3 - Margo’s Bookshop

Bright Star
scene repeats
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Margo’s Bookshop
Comes out SL & Alcove

Margo’s Bookshop
Comes out SL & Alcove

scene repeats

Asheville
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Margo’s Bookshop
Comes out SL & Alcove

Lantern bright

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Shorten bookshelf and make reversible

Lantern bright
And Noticable

Lantern bright
And Noticable

A1 S3
- Margo’s Bookshop
A2 S6 - Margo’s Bookshop
A1 S9 - Margo’s
Bookshop

Mountains
Open bright amber

Mountains
Open bright amber
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A1 S3 - Margo’s Bookshop
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Way back in the day

Lantern On

A1 S4 - Asheville Journal Lobby

Finale

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Lantern On

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Lantern On

scene repeats

C

GE
N
HA

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Lantern On
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Cut A.S.J. Background - Add receptionist desk - Move desk SL

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Background

scene repeats

(Alice is going to travel)
Way back in the
day

scene repeats

Mountains
Open bright amber
Alice’s Desk Rolls on with ASJ

scene repeats

Bright Star Underscore

Lantern Flickering
Lantern On

Draft Storyboard with cuts

A1 A1
S4S14-- Asheville
Journal
LobbyA2 S9 - Alices Oﬃce
Alices Oﬃce
A1 S8 - Alices Oﬃce
A2 S3 - Alices Oﬃce

Mountains
Open bright amber
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A1 S4 - Asheville Journal Lobby
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Shack in woods
“Inside of Gazeebo
with fencing attached
to sides is
assembled in the
yard. Crates, Fences,
Hay Bails, Sheets

Please Don’t Take Him

A1 S15 - Shack in woods
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Shack in woods
“Inside of Gazeebo
with fencing attached
to sides is
assembled in the
yard. Crates, Fences,
Hay Bails, Sheets

Lantern Dim
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Cut pergola/shack - Replace straw bed with wagon

Lantern Dim
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Alice’s Desk Rolls on with ASJ
Background

Lantern Flickering
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Alice’s Desk Rolls on with ASJ
Background

Lantern Flickering

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Cut straw - move sign down to bar - cut lights and pole

Mountains not as bright as earlier in play.

Another Round

A2 S2 -Shiny Penny Bar
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Another Round

A2 S2 -Shiny Penny Bar
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Alice’s oﬃce background rotates to reveal
Interior or government oﬃce. A file cabinet
appears from alcove

C

ge
n
ha

NO Changes/cuts

Alice’s oﬃce background rotates to reveal
Interior or government oﬃce

Lantern Flickering

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

replace with reception desk from a.s.j. scenes

Lantern dim, but brighter
Than flicker
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A2 S4 - Government Oﬃce In Raliegh
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Mountains
Open bright amber

A2 S4 - Government Oﬃce In Raliegh
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White picket fence
slides in as desk goes out
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Mountains
Open bright amber

I had a vision

A2 S5- Well Manicured Street
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White picket fence
slides in as desk goes out

Mountains start to shoot amber and light starts to brighten

Lantern Flickering
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Make fence symmetrical w/ opening at center

Lanturn Building
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I had a vision

A2 S5- Well Manicured Street
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Mountains
Open bright amber

Alice’s Desk Rolls on with ASJ
Background

Mid-Scene

Transition

Shift to
1923

Paper Tree
Comes in

A2 S8 - Under Train
Tracks (flashback)

A2 S8 - Billy’s Porch
So familiar/at long last

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

cut Paper tree

Lantern Bright

Tree Comes in

Mountains
Close - Cold - blue/grey
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UPDATED STORYBOARD Submitted December 7th, 2020
Includes optional scene arrangements to integrate scenic elements with the cabin unit
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CHAPTER 3: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
3.1 THE DESIGN PACKET
The final design packet contained five different sections of information.
1-Drafting Plates
2-Paint Texture Guide
3-Property Specifications
4-Budget Breakdown
5-Final Storyboard Renderings
I created a paint texture guide in place of painter's elevations for two reasons. First, I
knew painting was not one of Bryce’s strengths. I thus provided him a simple detailed texture
guide to follow, since it was the easiest way to get color onto the set before I arrived for technical
rehearsals. Second, Bryce and I had discussed my leading a crew of student painters during tech
week. I agreed to be present for the detailed painting, so I limited the paint treatments to textures
with which Bryce had some experience, allowing him to quickly teach his students the
techniques required.
In the drafting plates, I placed “bugs” on scenic items that corresponded to the
appropriate paint texture in the Paint Texture Guide. All they had to do was follow the guide. I
included a Property Specifications section in the packet. Midland was providing a student
property mistress for the production. Her name was Yajayra Borrego. My strategy was to
generate an aesthetic and construction guide for properties that communicated locations. She
was to refer to these elements when constructing the prop book for the show. Hand properties
such as pens, clipboards, and desk dressing I left to her, in the hope that we might adjust them as

needed during tech rehearsal. In an e-mail, I attached examples of prop books I had completed
in the past, and we stayed in touch throughout the process leading up to technical rehearsals.
I added a budget analysis to the design packet to help Bryce expedite the building process. It was
a way, I thought, to get ahead of the budgeting phase and prove that my ideas did not exceed
budgetary limits. I budgeted all non-stock materials for constructing the set using the inventory
of the local Menards home improvement store in Fremont, about two miles from the Midland
campus. Upon completion, I was stricken with pride as I realized my original set landed at
$1,300.00; within budget. This would have left $200.00 to build the mountain ground row,
which in my mind, was completely doable. Providing a scale model for this production while
away for the holiday proved difficult, but the storyboard renderings functioned as a substitute.
The storyboard also demonstrated the scene transitions clearly and could inform the run crew on
the scene changes. I included the storyboard in my final packet. I completed the full design
packet on schedule (December 15th) and integrated a few last-minute alterations from Lee.

SCENIC DESIGN PACKET Submitted December 15th, 2020

Includes:

Cover Page
Drafting Plates
Paint Texture Guide
Property Specifications
Budget Breakdown
Final Storyboard Renderings
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Disclaimer:

All materials and construction
must comply with the most
stringent applicable federal and
local fire and safety codes.

The designer is unqualified to
deturmine structural appropriateness
of this design and will not
assume responsibility for
improper rigging,
engineering, construction, handling
or use of this scenery.

These drawings represent visual
concepts and construction
suggestions only.
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The designer is unqualified to
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engineering, construction, handling
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These drawings represent visual
concepts and construction
suggestions only.
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The designer is unqualified to
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Notes:

Pricing was spec’d
at the fremont
Menards and tax
exempt

4 Platforms
arRanged in the
cabin/musicians
platform unit can
be pulLed form 4’
x 8’ stock.. those
materials were
omitTed from the
breakdown.

Breakdown is for
the main house
unit and set dec.
does not include
miscelLaneous
units from packet.

11.47 each

9.99 each

8.69 each

14.99 each

13.98 each

https://www.menards.com/main/buildingmaterials/lumber-boards/dimensionallumber/2-x-4-construction-framinglumber/1021143/p-1444422747483c-13125.htm?
tid=4572431107694751292&ipos=1

https://www.menards.com/main/
building-materials/lumber-boards/
boards/1-x-6-standard-pine-board/
1031133/p-1444443102492c-13115.htm?
tid=9073201695618433474&ipos=1

https://www.menards.com/main/
building-materials/lumberboards/boards/1-x-4-standardpine-board/1031052/
p-1444443100664-c-13115.htm?
tid=8063628603918772729&ipos
=1
https://www.menards.com/main/homedecor/halloween/harvest-decor/
pumpkin-hollow-trade-24-straw-bale/
mxm24smen12/p-1484292111757c-12275.htm?
tid=-149827488820501023&ipos=3

https://www.menards.com/main/
building-materials/panel-products/
hardwood-panels/4-x-8-sandedutility-plywood/1252006/buildingmaterials/panel-products/
hardwood-panels/4-x-8-sandedutility-plywood/1252003/buildingmaterials/panel-products/
hardwood-panels/4-x-8-sandedutility-plywood/1252006/
p-1444441906578.htm

3/4” Ply

Kimmel Theatre

Venue:

MIdland University

Client:

11 sheets

Budget Info

Bright Star

Custom platforms for porch.

Stairs

Shingles
Siding
Farm Fencing
Stair facing

Luan

6 Sheets
Need (3) to produce 360
LF of 3” strips for
Shingles and siding
Need (2) 120 LF for Farm
Fencing slats at 6”W 8’L
1 sheet stair facing

Rafters and toggles

Set Dec

Need 44 LF to make 88LF
of 1x2 toggles (1x4 cut
ripped in half) 4 @ 12’ for
toggles
Need 124 LF - rafters

10

Hay Bails

1x4’s

Wall Framing

7 - @ 12’ length
Need 82 LF

1x6’s
11 - @ 16’ length

Platform framing
Porch Handrail
Stair Framing
Farm fence posts

29 - @ 16’ length
Need 450 LF

1/4" = 1' - 0"
Date-

12-14-20

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

Scale-

Director

Technical Director

Costume Designer

Lighting Designer

27.08 each

22.59 each

https://www.menards.com/main/
building-materials/lumber-boards/
timbers-logs/4-x-4-2-southern-yellowpine-timber/1022433/
p-1444422212719-c-13131.htm?
tid=-3149359620384755068&ipos=3

Roof Framing
Handrail Posts
Sign hanging jet out

12 - @ 16’ length
Need 182 Linear feet

https://www.menards.com/main/
building-materials/panel-products/
plywood-sheathing/3-4-x-4-x-8plywood-sheathing/1231182/
p-1444431334153-c-13331.htm?
tid=5284230222701461427&ipos=
1

28.78 each

https://www.menards.com/main/buildingmaterials/insulation/foam-boardinsulation/owens-corning-reg-foamularreg-r-10-extruded-polystyrene-foamboard-insulation-2-x-4-x-8/672400/
p-1444450479434-c-5779.htm?
tid=6550688732287737002&ipos=1

Stone Facade

1 Sheet

Bryce Bassett

Lee Meyer

Sceneic Designer

Total
1,331.00

297.88

83.88

149.90

95.59

69.73

332.62

271.08

28.78

Price/Unit Total Cost

Need 34 linear feet at 8”
wide. 1 sheet ripped with
produce 48 LF

Link

Use

Qty

2x4’s

4x4’s

2” Styrofoam

Material

of

Plate
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Elevation

Final Approved Storyboard

Bright Star

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff
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scene repeats

Asheville

A1 S9 - Margo’s Bookshop
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A1 S3 - Margo’s Bookshop

Final Approved Storyboard

Bright Star

Bright Star

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

scene repeats

Always Will

A2 S6 - Margo’s Bookshop
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Desk

Alice’s Desk Rolls on with ASJ
Background

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Lantern On

Lantern On
scene repeats

Finale

A2 S9 - Alices Oﬃce

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal
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Bookstore hinges closed to reveal Asheville
Journal

Desk

Lantern On

Way back in the day
scene repeats

(Alice isLantern
goingFlickering
to travel)

scene repeats

Bright Star Underscore

scene repeats

A2 S3 - Alices Oﬃce

A1 S14 - Alices Oﬃce

A1 S8 - Alices Oﬃce

A1 S4 - Asheville Journal Lobby

Final Approved Storyboard

Bright Star
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Crates and hay bails
get arranged for
people to sit and
dance on.

Banner hangs
from Gazeebo
and ties to front
of house
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and ties to front
of house

Picnic Dance

A1 S10 - Park In Zebulon

Crates and hay bails
get arranged for
people to sit and
dance on.

Lantern Dim

Picnic Dance
Final Approved Storyboard

Bright Star

Lantern Dim

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff
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A1 S15 - Shack in woods
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Lantern Flickering

Lantern Flickering

Scenic Designer - Marty Wolff

Alice’s oﬃce background rotates to reveal
Interior or government oﬃce
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Alice’s oﬃce background rotates to reveal
Interior or government oﬃce

desk
Sign on SL side of porch
File cabinet on porch under sign

Profile desk
Sign on SL side of porch Profile
File cabinet on porch under sign

A2 S4 - Government Oﬃce In Raliegh

Final Approved Storyboard
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Alice’s Desk Rolls on with ASJ
Background

NO oval sign
Round table w stools
Move more center
Hang sign up center
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Another Round

A2 S2 -Shiny Penny Bar
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Another Round
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I had a vision

A2 S5- Well Manicured Street
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Move dad Center of wall

Sun’s Gunna Shine Reprise

A2 S7 - Murphy’s Porch
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Bright Star
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3.3 TECHNICAL REHEARSALS AND SET DRESSING
On Wednesday, January 27th, 2021, I arrived on campus at Midland for a designer walkthrough and a preview of the show. This was my first glimpse of a pandemic production.
Everyone was wearing masks, and performers walked the set in their unique transparent acrylic
masks for the performance. It was distracting at first, but somehow worked as I got to see them
under the lights, combined with all the show elements. The set was behind. The roof unit was
totally absent, but platforms and basic flats were installed. The special-order backdrop was hung
but needed additional stretching to eliminate the wrinkles. The previous week, Bryce had called
to inform me of the build. He informed me he needed to cut the roof unit due to budgetary
limits. He said the cost of 4x4 lumber had jumped since I had estimated the pricing a month ago.
I told him that without a roof, the set's composition was drastically compromised. It created a
cavernous negative space that accentuated the straight horizontal lines of the cabin unit’s walls.
The missing roof likewise threatened to abort the aforementioned "slashing" feeling linked to the
cabin unit. It was now a secure and balanced composition that contradicted the world of
Zebulon. I asked if we could salvage at least one area of the roof that did not rely on 4x4
supports. Bryce agreed and even suggested different ways to extend a roof portion into the
negative space above the cabin unit to give a semblance that the roofline continued over the
cabin's interior. We agreed to the compromise and I looked forward to seeing it when I arrived
on the following week in Fremont.
Yet when I arrived and saw the cabin the roof was still missing. Then I made my way
back to the scene shop and beheld the roof's framing under construction. My anxieties abated
somewhat, though I slowly realized that the set was about 85% constructed, 20% painted, and
0% decorated. The costumes were in relatively good shape, and the lighting was elementary but

functional. The properties were likewise far behind schedule, with about 80% of them still in
preparation. The aforementioned property mistress, Yajayra Borrego, gave me a tour of what
she had pulled for the show, but much of it needed replacement. They did not correspond to the
aesthetic I had illustrated in the design packet. I got the impression that she had waited until my
arrival to proceed with any of the properties I specified in my drafting. We were eight days
away from opening night! There was a long way to go, but the destination was in sight. It had to
be, because much of this final process became my personal responsibility. At the time, I thought
I could accomplish what was becoming a nearly impossible task: acquiring materials quickly,
constructing and finishing them, overseeing the painting and dressing, and preparing the whole
operation for final dress rehearsal one week hence.
Over the next three days, I was to get the locomotive started and keep the property crew
on track. Thereafter my concern focused on the construction crew and their ability to catch up,
followed by the paint crew. The construction crew boasted the most building talent, so inserting
myself initially on the props crew allowed us to divide and conquer. Then we could proceed
down the rails and reach the station by opening night. My priority was to gather the large
property units, but we needed ample time to get the student actors familiar with these units. I
drove back to Lincoln and rummaged through the Carson School’s property attic and found
desks, chairs, tables, and items that more closely represented the aesthetic in my design packet. I
rented a U-Haul trailer and delivered these items to Midland by Friday, January 29th. This
allowed the actors to rehearse at least once with the new property items before tech day. I
completed the show's signage by printing them on my personal plotter, since Midland did not
own a plotter. The property mistress explained she was going to attempt to paint them by hand.
Her services were however best utilized by collecting the remaining hand props for the show,

allowing me to complete the signage work. I visited hardware and hobby stores in the area to
gather items for set decoration. We soon had progressed the props from 20% complete to about
70% complete. The set moved along slowly on stage as the construction crew moved toward
completing the roof unit in the scene shop.
Some specific components of the set were missing. One was the cobblestone facing that
goes under the porch. This facing was important because it disguises the legs of the porch
platform. The facing was also fundamental to establish coarse, rough texture to lead the
audience’s eyes from the bare stage floor to the set's cabin unit. Bryce told me that the price of
foam was so high he could not fit the facing into the budget. I told him I’d buy it and install it
myself, but he voiced his displeasure with Styrofoam, the material needed to construct the stone
façade.8 Carving it to look like stone was messy, he said, and would gunk up the scene shop. I
told him I knew how to use a vacuum cleaner and agreed to keep the operation clean. I found
myself taking on details of the set that Bryce had planned to ignore, such as the lantern, which
was a primary metaphor in the show. As noted, Alice herself was “a light unto the feet and a
lamp upon the path” out of Zebulon.9 The lantern was to reflect Alice’s hopeful outlook on life.
Where was it? I noticed that the eight or so lanterns Lee requested for the sex scene were present
acquired, so there had indeed been a lantern on the scenic materials list. Bryce told me, again,
there was no money for it. I had to choose between the Styrofoam and the lantern. This was a
dilemma which now served as a metaphor for the entire experience. Without the stone façade,

8

“Styrofoam” is a registered trademark of the Dow Chemical Co. The material generic name is extruded
polystyrene foam, and it has a wide variety of uses, including structural insulation panes. Their use in creating
lightweight (the material is 98% air) scenic structures uses panels at least 3” thick. Styrofoam is not to
confused with material used for insulated cups or food containers. That material is expanded, not extruded
and is thus comparatively thin and fragile.
9

paraphrased from Psalm 119, verse 105 in the King James version of the Hebrew Bible.

there was a gaping eyesore on stage. Without the lantern, a visual cue to heighten the entire
movement of the plot was gone. I chose the stone fa ade.
I remembered Professor Madsen's catchphrase, "The set does not have to do all the
things." I knew that Alice’s costumes emphasized her in warm tones to differentiate her against
the set’s coarse, natural textures. I therefore deferred to costuming to emphasize Alice—if not a
beacon of hope—then as a small flame of courage. And besides, the lantern was not entirely in
my scope of responsibility as a scenic designer. Its installation required the electrics team to
install it safely, thus relying on the depleted student workforce again. It hurt to let the lantern go.
Tech day was Saturday, January 30th, and I arrived with my scale model in hand and set it
up for all to see. Ideally, the students would already have seen the scale model during the early
stages of the rehearsal process and the director would have used it for blocking. Lee started her
blocking process in the middle of November, long before we finalized the design, so I knew she
did not require a model to assist her with blocking the show. It remains mystery to how she
began blocking the show with no clear idea of the design, much less a set model. But bringing it
to the technical rehearsals proved to be helpful. The model gave Lee, the student actors, and,
most importantly, the student crew a three-dimensional depiction of where we were heading for
the completion of the set. Various members of the cast asked me about the model, wondering
why the model did not correspond to what was currently on stage. I told them that everything
“could be done in a matter of five days,” and that the model “had been built before the alteration
of the roof unit,” so the model contained the entire roof unit complete with practical lights
integrated. These elements lit up and were able to change intensities inside the model. The
students were amazed, and their enthusiasm for the model increased when I demonstrated how
they could manually adjust the lights. The model demonstrated the detail needed in dressing the

set. The property crew paid special attention to the minutiae of set dressing, and in the four days
now remaining to us, we dressed the set. I placed the model on a music stand downstage and
used it as a replica to help students dress the set. It was highly effective. It was so effective, in
fact, that it became the catalyst for growing tension in the coming days.
On Sunday, January 31st, a palpable panic flowed through the air because Professor
Madsen was arriving to observe the first run-thru after tech day. There were several rough or
unfinished elements and the set still had no roof. I was calm for the most part because I had been
in this situation with Professor Madsen before, completing a set the last week before opening.
He was a calming force, because he can forecast difficulties, even in the absence of substantial
portions of the set. He is also able to suggest ideas that enhance the set's strength. He is like an
artistic plastic surgeon. He quickly comprehends intentions and offers subtle hints to bring the
composition into a more attractive whole. Among the topics and solutions we discussed were the
following:
1.) The roof unit was not there, but I explained how I had instructed the shop to build the roof's
latest version. I filled him in on the developments with the plan to cut the entire roof. He was
glad it remained, if partially. I explained the modification underway, but Professor Madsen was
confused about the process. We ventured into the scene shop to see its progress. We discovered
that the crew was building the roof unit in the opposite way I had envisioned—yet Professor
Madsen felt the mistake was actually improving my design. The mistake in construction meant
we would have to flip and mirror the roof unit, which actually helped accentuate the use of line
in the composition.
2.) Upon investigating the set further, Professor Madsen felt that the crew might arrange the
cabin unit’s fa ade to reveal more dynamism. The student carpenters did their best to attach

siding strips in a somewhat organic manner. However, the negative spaces in between the siding
strips felt mechanical and a little too purposeful. They did not resemble the appearance of a
slapped-together, rickety cabin. Instead, there was an industrial quality that made the siding feel
too planned out and intentional. Professor Madsen encouraged me to fill in gaps of negative
space and see if there was a way to apply more of the siding texture to the top of the wall unit
stage left. The additional texture would lead the audience’s eyes from the cabin to the
backdrop’s negative space in a way that incorporated the aggressive use of line that became
repeatedly evident in the design.
3.) He came up with a quick idea of adding irregular patterns of wooden lath to the backside of
my siding strips to represent an interior structure to the cabin. This was a brilliant suggestion,
because it would add a second dimension of linework behind my siding strips. Doing so brought
out the textural quality of the Zebulon cabin. I loved the idea, but I did not know if we would be
able to get it finished to it by opening night.
4.) Professor Madsen called attention to at least 20 property/furniture items used in various
scenes and suggested ways to bring them aesthetically into the environment in a more unified
fashion.
Professor Madsen’s visit generated a fertile list of improvements. He was my filter in
catching inconsistencies and offered suggestions that might enhance the environment's evocative
attributes. There were only three days remaining until opening, and there remained a lot of work
to do. Student actors needed to take the stage by 6:00 PM each night. We could implement
needed changes to the set only when their schedule permitted it, and that was in the afternoons.
We could set up a late work call after rehearsal if necessary, but I wanted to avoid working late if
at all possible. But Bryce was always willing to keep the shop open. After Professor Madsen’s

visit, I made a “final push master list” of things I needed to get done. Over the next three days I
pulled new prop items and revisited hardware and hobby stores to secure last-minute items. I
spent hours in my mother's basement in Omaha carving the stone façade out of two-inch foam
insulation sheets to avoid creating a mess in the Midland scene shop. I then transported the
carved foam sheets to Midland and applied a paint treatment. The next day I installed them on
the set. During the “last push,” we finalized; the application of final paint treatments to the set
and various property items, dressing of the set with foliage and rustic tool equipment, mounting
brackets to the set to hang signage for a variety of scenes, installation of the roof unit, adding
extra pieces of siding to the roof and the façade of the cabin unit, installation of casters on units
that needed to roll, removal of wrinkles from the backdrop (for the most part), and installation of
the stone fa ade under the porch complete with foliage and grass that peeked out of the cracks in
the stones. The only items on my list we did not get to were the wood laths that Professor
Madsen had suggested.
Suddenly an item from the set was resurrected from the graveyard of forgotten set
dressings. A discussion about the porch lantern resurfaced. Lee and I were inspecting my
model, and she asked me if I was going to be able to get the lantern on the set. I explained
Bryce's rationale for why it was cut; the budget. She said, “I really want it! I think we can fit it
in the budget.” I told her I had been in two conversations with Bryce about the lantern and they
both resulted in a “no,” but if she herself would tell Bryce she wanted it, it will have a better
chance of making its appearance on stage. Our discussion took place on Monday. On
Wednesday, right before the preview performance, Lee saw me in the house and inquired, “Did
you get your lantern?” I was flummoxed. I thought she was going to follow up with Bryce and

use her sway as a director. Apparently, that did not happen. The lantern died a second slow
death.
My main conclusion was that the scale model, in its explicit three-dimensional depiction
of the set, was instrumental in convincing Lee to keep the light. The model persuaded her to see
my ideas, whereas the renderings were unclear in certain ways. Professor Madsen later told me,
“Maybe you should have gotten that model done earlier.” If the model was finished when I
handed in my packet and shipped to Lee, perhaps there would have been more motivation to
keep the ideas I was communicating. I agreed. It might have secured more of my original ideas,
but the feat was too great being 1,300 miles away from my modeling materials back in Omaha
during the winter break. Two-dimensional renderings and drawings are important, as are
memos, discussions, and descriptions. But they cannot help some directors to visualize an actual
environment.
There comes the point in every show where one has to cease attachment and accept the
fact that one’s creation is now in the hands of others. Could the creation have been better? To
answer that question one has to understand the workings of fate, as Schopenhauer noted. I once
heard a theatre director say “Theatre is never complete; it is only abandoned.” This phrase has
the ring of truth, though there have been many others that describe the experience of creating
theatre art. It is connected with the glimpse of beauty that accompanies such work. And beauty,
in the words of American poet Ezra Pound, is “a brief gasp between one cliché and another.”
Something about this process is addictive, and one can never really cure an addiction. One can
merely alleviate them. There is a sense of grief because one’s child has been abandoned to its
own fate.
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3.4 OPENING NIGHT
On opening night (February 4th, 2021) a cohort of fellow scenic design graduate students
accompanied me to watch the show. This was the first live theatre event we had attended in
almost a year due to the Covid-19 pandemic. We waited in the lobby for our turn to enter the
house, which the student house manager had arranged to avoid a bottleneck of jammed patrons
wanting to get in all at once. The theatre nevertheless accommodated only 25% capacity due to
“safe distancing” protocols in force, which amounted to 70 spectators. All of us had shared a
feeling of “I cannot believe we are about to see live theatre.” But what kind of theatre?
Midland was streaming the show online to provide home viewing, while in-person, things
were admittedly weird. The student actors all wore acrylic facemasks that visually became less
distracting, but muffled a lot of their speech and sounded like they were singing into coffee cans.
The acting was characteristic of the enthusiastic but untrained skill level one often finds in
college productions. Some members of the chorus looked as if this was the first production in
which they had ever performed. The “deer in the headlights” look on their faces, however, added
some unanticipated charm to the proceedings.
The lighting, on the other hand, was lamentable. I had hoped that providing a central
three-dimensional unit might encourage a student lighting designer to create dynamic angles and
shadows to enhance the show's particular moods. My hopes remained embryonic: there were
many missed opportunities to use color, angles, and cast shadows to enhance some of the show's
darker moments. The show was predominately lit from a front angle that appeared to flatten the
actors and scenery. It appeared to me that Bryce had taken a hands-off approach to his
undergraduate lighting designer. The acting areas spilled into other areas on stage. Everything
was at the same level, and it lacked any dynamic range. No scenes seemed brighter or darker

than any other except for the scene at the end of the show. By that time, it looked like merely an
exercise in conserving wattage. The cabin unit suffered from languishing in over-enthusiastic fill
light that wiped out angles or shadows. Lighting a production with numerous location shifts
and a budget of $1,500, one must assume that lighting will carry audience focus along, inferring
changes in location. That assumption was false; Bryce had too much building responsibility to
use lighting to make the show’s narrative progress perceptible.
The scenic elements I had designed and helped to realize were like peaks and valleys:
some high points (such as the set as a whole and the cabin unit's details). The low points were
the neglect of detail or just plain old incongruity. I could not help to think how much more
interesting the set would have been with the porch lantern detail. Then I realized we completely
forgot the train depot sign! Everyone had overlooked it, including me. I am sure it added
confusion to that scene, as there was no context for where they were.
The props had come a long way but the lacked cohesion throughout the show. The
property mistress had possessed little experience in the area. She tried her best, but she was in
over her head, especially in her efforts trying to comply with my expectations. She had pulled
props and done simple paint treatments, but she relied on others to construct or augment
properties for her. She had decided which properties to which she could devote time and which
ones seemed unessential. This arbitrariness led to an inconsistent execution; some individual
units were okay. Others were glaring eyesores, like the chair in the Mayor’s office where the
seat cushion inexplicably rose five inches from the chair frame. During the "final push" I sensed
the prop mistress becoming overwhelmed with the project, and I started to see her less frequently
as the show approached opening night. I never saw her again.

Perhaps the most alarming aspect of watching the show was the changed layout in almost
every scene from the storyboard on which director Lee and I had mutually agreed. Some of the
changes were necessary to accommodate the actors' movements and blocking, spacing, but other
changes were enigmatic to the point of unaccountability. Many elements plotted on the porch
ended up downstage, which detached them from the cabin unit altogether. There seemed to be a
directorial hesitancy to use the porch and cabin unit, because Lee preferred to use the stage floor
downstage of the cabin unit for most scenes. Actors used the porch, but the porch was mostly
unintegrated with the action. A good example of such non-integration involved two bookshelves
attached to the cabin unit's fa ade to establish the bookstore. The script had several instances of
visits to the bookstore, and the shelves theoretically helped establish the cabin unit's modularity.
Instead of attaching two lightweight Styrofoam bookshelves to the fa ade, Lee decided to place
an actual solid-oak bookcase from the library at Midland on the stage. This decision required
two beefy chorus members to bring it on stage and up two steps every time the “bookstore” was
required! It impeded transitions, obstructed actor pathways, and obviously failed to integrate any
suggestion of books into the unit. My guess is that it was a decision of convenience which failed
to communicate the ideas we initially discussed. Other scenes lacked props and items from the
main cabin unit; some were cut altogether. Lee had essentially reverted to what she had seen in
the New Jersey high school version. The result resembled an artifact of some invisible tug of
war. She had been leaning towards the high school version all along, while I was advocating a
far more abstract approach. We had reached a mutual but temporary agreement. The outcome
was a random amalgam of ambiguity. Ambiguity was everywhere on opening night. Most
audience members with whom I spoke were confused; they could not determine exactly when the
action shifted between the 1920s and 1940s locations. There was one effective costume change

at the beginning of the show that nudged at a possible change in the time period. During this
moment, chorus members helped Alice change into more youthful clothing. She removed her
shoes and walked barefoot. It was a dramatic, drawn-out moment where lighting and costumes
worked together to create a thematic shift. Perhaps none too ironic was a similar moment in the
high school video. After that moment in the Midland production, however, her shoes always
remained on her feet and her costumes were not distinct enough to communicate the shifts.
Lighting, as noted, failed to develop a solid idea that effectively communicated these shifts.
Since there had been no production meetings, everybody was literally in the dark about what the
lighting was going to do.
Only one of the time shifts solutions I had offered was evident on opening night. The
convention of bringing items on and off from stage left (for the 1940s) and stage right (for the
1920s) remained, but nobody realized the distinction. The element of color had no function as a
storytelling device. My idea of using a suggestion of green in the 1940s scenes (implying
Alice’s vitality and growth as a person) vanished. Such inexactitude probably reflected Lee’s
method of resolving aesthetic questions: when it doubt, do what the New Jersey high school
version did. My approach had been to suggest and evoke.
As the show progressed into the second act, I reflected on the show’s little successes,
such as the execution of the stone fa ade under the porch. Its detailed texture gave the
environment the appropriate suggestion of grit and realism. It was a convincing static image of
the set as a single environment. The backdrop was bright and hopeful. The cabin unit provided
levels, housed the band in an interesting way, and evoked associations with the characters. The
proscenium edges featured rock and foliage to lead the audience's eyes to the world of the
Zebulon backyard. There were holes in our conception and execution for sure, but those holes

seemed less deep when I experienced the audience's delight in the show's musicality. The music
is fundamental to this show, specifically the instrumentals. The musicians Lee had hired were
talented and adept; along with the audience, I wanted to hear this music on its own! Bright Star
was becoming, in my mind, the perfect choice for a pandemic production: it was soothing,
entertaining, inspiring, and it splashes of hillbilly camp.
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4.2 REFLECTION ON THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
This final chapter summarizes my learning experience with designing Bright Star.
I could have managed my time better during this process. I frequently felt pressed for
time, and in numerous instances I could have managed my time better to expedite my design
process. It took most of one month, for example, to come up with the main cabin structure and
ground row for the set. I was experiencing a serious creativity block. Creative thinking means
allowing ideas to permeate my day-to-day thinking and that effort requires discipline and an
enormous amount of energy. I found myself enjoying doing the dishes and random chores
around the house, usually in an effort to delay the necessary work of creative imagining. I
craved mundane, process-oriented activities that allowed me to shut down the right side of my
brain. I had deadlines in scenic studio courses to meet, so Bright Star often got short shrift. It
was a kind of fatigue, because I found myself able to work on only one project at a time. I tried
my best to weave back and forth between designs, but every time I did, my body resisted. Once
the fall semester of 2020 ended, I found myself able to “recharge” and re-focus, which caused
me to move the show along in large chunks.
My artistic process likewise suffered from my ineptitude at mind-reading. I assumed Lee
would be more controlling and abrupt than she actually was. The information I received about
her was fascinating but inaccurate. I heard that Lee was solipsistic and didn’t quite know how to
communicate. I accepted that judgment and filled in the gaps with negative accounts I have
heard about directors. This kind of negative preoccupation led to a dark cloud of anxiety within
me, which was both unnecessary and a waste of time.

An observation I had about myself throughout this show was, “I think I compromise too
much.” Looking back, I should have fought more to keep the mountain ground row and the
porch lantern. But what kind of fight would that be? I was not being paid, and she had no
practical obligation whatsoever to me nor to my ideas. I thus engaged in what some might call a
“charm offensive.” I want to be liked at all times and hate interpersonal conflict and tension. I
wanted her to like me, and under the circumstances, that response was understandable. But it
stifled my ability to think clearly about problems in need of quick, practical, and effective
solutions.
Professor Madsen provided me with much-needed sustenance. He was like the annoying
devil on the shoulder of Launcelot Gobbo in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: “You gave
in too easily,” I could hear him say. He was a master at hearing the rationale of a design
question, dissecting what the real problem is, then offering solutions that benefit the design and
solve the problem. He was like a surgeon, and his practice in particular skill makes it seems like
he is always able to steer the direction in his favor. I need to develop that skill. I tend to give in
when presented with an opposing rationale with which I do not fully agree, because I fear being
disliked if I defend my artistic choices. I believe with experience and confidence this will get
better in the future. After observing Professor Madsen for three years, I believe he has
developed this trait thanks to his extensive design experience, his belief in his ideas, and his
artistry in asking questions. I often find myself in hypothetical conversations with him so I can
absorb the conviction of his ideas. I’ve seen him continue to probe, to appraise, and then to
solve. I, on the other hand, sometimes shut down because I do not possess the strength of my
convictions. The experience of observing someone rooted in artistic confidence has actually

been the most impactful part of my post-graduate experience. Professor Madsen has taught me
that artistry has value and it is worth defending.
There were a few times during this show when I defended the design values. The first
was the roof unit. Bryce said the roof had to get cut because the support beams were too
expensive. I explained how important the roof was in preserving the aggression of the
composition, and we agreed to keep a portion of it. The second was the stone façade under the
porch. I had to complete the work on it myself late at night in my mother’s basement—but it
proved to be an effective “consolidator” of the design composition and connected the massive
downstage area with the cabin unit.
A deterioration of the composition resulted when the director dispensed with the
mountain ground row and in its place rented a mountain backdrop. I did not advocate for the
ground row and I should have. Other instances of decomposition included my renderings of the
mountains and descriptions of how they would compress and expand. My ideas for lighting on
the cyc and atmospherics that could aid in capturing the realistic haze of the mountains likewise
went unrealized. I put together a scene chart graph that showed when the transitions would
happen which Lee largely ignored. An effective antidote might have been more time spent on
mocking up and modeling, perhaps using an animated video demonstrating the transition. Such a
strategy might have demonstrated to her the necessity of movement in the show; instead I relied
static renderings.
Not everything with this show was a struggle. There were plenty of successful moments
as well. Once I offered imagery to Lee, I noticed the rate of feedback and excitement in her eyes
picked up. At that point I understood her directorial language. I slowly began to realize how to

communicate with her in a way that propelled the progress of Bright Star’s visual environment.
I knew we weren’t going to get into long conceptual discussions, but by the end, Lee and I were
sharing ideas, evaluating, and concluding final elements rather quickly. But it took a long time
to figure each other out.
My model making was helpful, but it came too late. The cast and crew loved the model,
but it was viewable only a few five days before opening. It explained how details functioned on
the actual set. It served as a guide for the tech crew as they dressed the set. It served a lot of
functions, the most important of which was to inform the students involved of the experience
they were creating.
My approach to the final week of tech and set dressing was hectic, but it enabled me to
take a hands-on approach to getting the show up and running. My work with the props mistress
was less than effectual, and the lighting plot was essentially non-existent. Other unfinished
projects I took on myself. I assisted with finishing construction of the set. I ran back and forth
between Freemont and Lincoln to pick up props and set decoration. I went to hardware and
hobby stores to get rare adhesives, hooks, and foliage to fill out the organic nature of the set. I
was screwing, painting, printing, stenciling, gluing, sawing, taping, dressing, caulking, mounting,
carving, cutting, cleaning, and cursing my fate. I had relied on Midland’s human resources,
which was depleted. Had I continued to do so, the set would never have been completed. Yet I
could discern that among the Midland students, my presence and unrelenting pursuit to see the
project through was rubbing off. They witnessed my struggle and they benefited from it, many
of them learning what it meant to be a part of something that was taking shape.

For everything Midland lacked in resources, they make up for it with genuine, hard
working professionals leading their program. Working with the collection of people I did for
Bright Star was a highlight of this experience for me. Their theatre department has three full
time instructors, all of them generalists. The students don’t really care about their expertise; they
just want to be in shows. From an outsider’s perspective, the department seemed hungry to
work. The students were engaged, and the instructors were overburdened, often doing the job of
multiple disciplines to provide theatrical experiences for their students. The program doesn’t
have professional aspirations, but it has passion and a healthy respect for one another.
I have concluded that Lee Myer is a kind, energetic director who responds well to
detailed visual information. When presented with visual ideas she provided an opinion.
Descriptions of ideas in writing she did not trust. She nevertheless explained to me in writing
that she enjoyed generating ideas with me. My impression, however, was that her mistrust
extended to doubt, and when she doubted she reverted back to precedents she had seen visually
of the aforementioned New Jersey high school production. We met only three times, and I was
unable to dissuade her from attaching herself to the high school version of the show. I felt it
prevented us from exploring solutions of our own. I am not sure if this is something Lee does
often, but I personally found it limiting. She was unused to adapting her directorial process to
accommodate a scenic designer, and my presence stretched her out of her comfort zone. Lee was
accustomed to assuming so many responsibilities in the creation of a production that it was
difficult for her accommodate a second opinion, much less to collaborate with a fellow artist.
The elimination of the mountain ground row in favor of a rented mountain backdrop
derived from a lack of trust. Somewhere inside was a sense of discomfort; she may have felt that

her options were limited. I no doubt could have been more persuasive in communicating to her
the mountain ground row’s superiority, but ultimately she may have believed the backdrop was
something with which she could work. I reminded myself that she was not used to working with
designers, but I believed I could overcome her trepidation with clear communication. I wrote her
on several occasions acknowledging the added stress of working with an unknown entity like
me, and I thanked her for allowing me the space to create. I also tried to remember that she had
offered me an opportunity that was available nowhere else.
At the end of the show I wrote Lee with a request for feedback on working with me. She
responded with a glowing review of the experience. She felt my presence added a lot to the
show and was a great example for the students. She was particularly impressed with my
dedication during the last week and the details that made it into the show. Her only critical
feedback after the fact was when the set was taped out, it was not the size she was picturing in
her mind, so it needed altered to be a few feet smaller. From my perspective, this was the
simplest alteration I made to the set for the whole show. Knowing her responses to other spatial
stimuli through the rendering process, I knew adjustments were necessary if they were
completely visualized. She expressed regret several times that so much of my design was cut.
She brought up again her disappointment in the lantern and complimented my willingness to
compromise and decision not to complain. She called the overall experience “wonderful” and
said she would not have any apprehension in referring me to other institutions.
Working with Bryce was, as noted, somewhat unpredictable but on the whole
pleasurable. He worked hard, was often funny, and he was genuinely interested in getting the
show successfully up on its feet. He is learning the grind of wearing many hats while trying to

maintain a semblance of professional quality at a small academic institution. In my opinion, his
is a burnout job. Midland has hired eight new technical directors in eight years and I quickly
saw why. He was exhausted almost from the beginning of this production, but I don’t blame him
personally because I understand the extraordinary pressure under which he must operate. We
worked together well, though as noted I had to pick up pieces that had strayed from the
enterprise. I agreed to do a budget that allowed him to buy materials quickly. Our
communication with each other was usually collegial, constructive and somewhat sophomoric.
At this relatively early juncture in his career, Bryce has perfected the jargon necessary for a
technical director. Though Bryce is a designer by training, he understands the information
designers need to know and uses a vocabulary they understand. A curious downside to this
ability is a tendency to obfuscate code the truth. For example, I had no way of knowing funding
details for this project. When Lee spent 85% of the original budget, Bryce told me he would
move funds over from other resources. Those funds never emerged in subsequent discussions. I
was not privy to the overall financial situation, which allowed Bryce to start eliminating things.
Since the eliminations at a certain point did not seem to have any rhyme or reason, I found
myself questioning the true rationale behind them. Did Bryce feel it was too aggressive an idea
to pull off with the given time and skill of the student crew? Were the retractions actually
budgetary in nature, or were ideas just too different from the high school version? No answers
were available to such questions, largely because I did not think it wise to ask them.
In retrospect, I should have been more assertive in budgetary matters, but for the most
part I was operating in the dark and needed a brighter star to guide me. I concluded that
designers should always be involved in budget discussions; that way the designer must defend
his ideas convincingly. They had me on a kind of invisible leash. If that leash had been

transparent, I think the experience would have gone smoother for everyone. Bryce’s job was to
provide a product on stage without imploding his resources, but as an outsider I became a figure
of superfluity. Compromises needed to be made, but with more transparency in the process, we
could have avoided those perceptions. My conclusion is that design is part art and part sales. If
you can’t get people invested in your ideas, your ideas will probably dissipate. A designer is like
a salesman: he has to fashion a unique strategy based on the specific needs of a client, and he
must develop an effective strategy to convey his ideas to a creative team.
Looking back at my thesis project in its entirety, I feel lucky to have had the opportunity
and I am genuinely proud of what we accomplished given the resources. Working with Midland
was pleasant, but it was somewhat akin to attempting to shove a watermelon through a garden
hose. Midland offered me and opportunity, its limited resources notwithstanding and despite the
vicissitudes of Covid-19. It was not always conventional, but in its non-conventionality I
experienced a thesis project like few others. When I look back at the project, I think of the people
involved. I think of the senior actor who remarked to me two nights before opening, “This is my
favorite set we have done, and certainly the most detailed!” When I think of the people and the
learning example set for the students I ask myself, “Would you do this project again?” My
answer? In an instant!

